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i
Chas. Marvin drove Arion a mile in
2 12% at Columbia, Tenn.
D. R. Coles of Sumner has sold his two]
year-old colt by Albo; dam Molly Sheridan,
to parties in Massachusetts.
Jessica, dam of Israel 2 28, and Clayola
2.27%, by Bellwood, and owned by*A. C.
Bell of New Glasgow, N. S., has bjeen bred
to Allerton, at Independence, Iowa.
Sunol 2.08% is not doing well.
Her
weak ankle is complaining and it is doubt
ful if she getsjn^hape io accomplish what
is expected of her.
W. F. Bonnet of Sumner has got a good
brood mare for sale. She is by Robert
Bonner Jr., dam bv Winthrop Morrill. She
is good sized, and has raised three good
colts by Albo, son of Albrino.
Bickford & Stringer of Gorham, Me.,
have purchased the young bay stallion
Pickwick, by Pickpocket, (sire of Pickpania 2.14%); dam by Franseer, by Hopes’
Bismarck; 2nd dam by Gifford Morgan
Jr.
Mr. J. H. Twomblv of Auburn has pur**
chased of C. H. Nelson, Waterville, a bay
gelding, three years old by Wilkes: dam by
Gray Dan. He is a good shaped one, stands
15% hands high, and Mr. Twombly ia
much pleased with him.
Dr. L. P. Britt, 37 College Place. N,
Y., advertises elsewhere in our columns,
the Automatic Safety bit as an absolute
safeguard against runaways, etc. The so
ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani
mals of San Francisco, Cal., in a letter
now before us, highly endorses the use of
this bit. Read the ad.
The blacksmith who travels with the
Allen Farm stable shod Kremlin for his
race at Lexington and then put up $250 on
him. He won $1,600. The faith of all
the stable attendants in the ability of the
stallion to whip creation is supreme. The
son of Lord Ruesell is certainly one of the
greatest trotters that has yet appeared,
Hambletonian 10 stands at the head of
sires of producing dams with 79 to his
credit, Mambrino Patchen second with 71,
Blue Bull third with 50, Almont fouitli
with 49, and George Wilkes fifth with 46.
Almont stands at the head in 1892 with 13.
Electioneer and Nutwood each with 10, and
Mambrino. Patchen and Blue Bull tied for
fhir/3
/« t» 9 o

GRAY, ME.

During the fair at the Gray Park asso
ciation in September, Mr. John Haines
purchased of Mr. Scammon Fogg a suck
ling colt, by Black Medium by Mambrino
Medium, by Happy Medium, by Hambleto
nian 10; dam was by Pequawket by Gideon
by Himbletonian 10.
In a recent letter Mr. Haines says he ha
not seen in his circuit this year a better
one tuan bis purchase. If good breeding
and good points are worth anything Mi.
Haines has a prize. The name given by
the purchaser to the colt is “Grand Larce
ny.”
Mr. James E. Leighton has arranged
with Mr. Haines to take his stallion Ken
tucky Knox and handle him. This horse is
the sire of Dolly H. owned by Mr. Scott
Jordan of Captain Elizabeth. Dolly H.
drove a horse under the wire at Gorham
fair this fall in 2.28% and, was only half a
neck behind the winner.
Kentucky Knox shows great speeds and
with Mr. Haines to manage him, we shall
not be surprised to see him in the 2 30 list
at the end of another season.
Mr. Augustus Lowe has a number of
these Kentucky Knox colts that with good
handling would make a 2.35 horse do his
best to win a race.
Mr. Edward Frank is the owner of a
yeailing that he can well be proud of. His
■ire was Sunnyside we believe.
Mr. J. T. Hancock does not appear to b
greatly displeased with his George Moody
Benton colt out of a Redwood mare. From
the tenor of Mr. Hancock’s conversation,
we would say that nothing less than a thou
sand dollars would purchase him.
, Mr. Asa P Morrill, of Dry Mills, is the
owireT of a Geo. Moody Benton colt, that
took the best ribbon at our fair.
Mr. Orin S HiggiuB of East Gray is the
owner of two fine colts.
We believe one
was by Messenger Wilkes, and the other by
Rockefeller.
Mr. Frank Fogg has a two-year-old by
Black Medium that scored 95 points cut of
a possible 100.
Mr. Thayers stalliou Black Medium, is
looking finely, andean go on the track any
day and make hit quarter in 35 seconds.
He has never been conditioned for a full
mile,although he is six years old. Another
year it is the intention of Mr. Thayer to
Vav v him fifted for " 'ull
The Vermoit association of road and
time our people will learn that tliev have
trotting horse breeders, will hold their an
as fine a horse in their midst as was ever
nual meeting to hear the report of the of*
owned in this vicinity. He is jix years old,
fleers, to elect officers for the year ensuing
stands 16% hands high, weighs 1150 lbs.
and to transact any other business that may
and coal black, and as fine appearing when
properly come before the meeting at Hotel
up to his clip as Bayard Wilkes.
The 2.21 class at Nashville, Tenn., on Brandon in Brandon, Vt., on Wednesday,
>f is proved by the superb performances of
Some fine roadsters can be bought, well|
Mr, Elmer Osgood has a fine mare inQ lect list. Up to the close of tne teason of
ly the five-year-old stallion ^Kremlin, 2.11%, worth the money, in this vicinity, as manjf Oct. 21, was won by Greenleaf, by Sim* the 9ch inst., at 11 o’clock in the forenoon.
1891, a period of seventeen years, only
foal to George Moody Benton.
n by Lord Russell, the full brother to Maud
n
fifty
had
entered
its
exclusive
gates.
An
ud are raised, others shipped in, and but veryjr mons in 2.14%, 2.14%, 2.14.
Mr. Scammon Fogg has a filly sixteen
The late August Belmont, who was cne
io S., and here again is a young sire who
ho few have been taken aw:ay for several
of not quite three per year. The
Blue Sign paced a great race at Nash of the shining lights of the American turf,
months old that Mr. Haines wanted him too I'average
8
speed character of the present seai- within]tne next few weeks' may carry bis
ns years.
ville, Tenn., on the 21st Oct., beating once told a man, who rashly asked him if a
put a price on, but Mr. F. says he has herr 'i prolific
1
le banner still further into the 'domai is of
is shown by the fact that up to the
G. A. Gregory has two for sale, viz: Robert J, Major Wonder, and Guy in
for “keeps.” She is the same breedingas son
8
colt he had in a race “had a chance,” “Sir,
present time sixty have entered the list, or,
r, time.
chestnut gelding, 5 years, 15-2, sound and straight heats m 2.09, 2.09, 2.10%.
the suckling purchased by Mr. Haines.
you have no right to ask me such a ques
ts
Eagle Bird'is well represented with bis kind, has shown a mile to cart in 2.59%.
in other words, the extreme speed results
Another new record has been made. A tion. When you see a horse of mine named
110 He was sired by Norfolk 4461, by SmugWHAT A GARDINtR HORSE DID.
<of this season are more than equal to itst8 three-year-old son, Monpars,’2.11%, who
weanling
colt by Pilot Medium,.out of the as a starter on a race-card, your only pre,
8seventeen predecessors combined.
----------has reduced his record from 2.16%, and gler 2.15%, dam by son of Victor 937;
’ dam of Belle F 2.15%, recently jumped sumption should be that I think he has a
How many Journal readers are there who
jt
who
may
be
expected
to
do
evengbetter
beTen years later the progress had not
e’ price $250. Also Leah S, bay mare 10,’ from a freight train going fifteen miles an
chance of winning or I would not permit
remember a trotti g horse called “Pelham” been very rapid, for up to the close of thee fore the snow flies. Russia,by Nutwood, 18
is record 2.40, sound and kind, by Oxmoor
him to go to the post, that all has been
that used to be owned In this city, byJ gseason of 1883 there were only nine in thisi8 only six years old, yet he is represented by 1400, stands about 15 hands. Has raised a hour and never received a scratch.
1
Guv Wilkes had just one 2.15 performer done that is possible to prepare him for his
William Elwell, away back in the forties,* jjlist. They were Maud S., 2.10%; Jay-r. his three-year-old son Czar, 2.12%, who by
W colt this past summer, will show a mile in1 when the season opened.
He now has task, and that every effort will be made to
and how many remember the record he‘ Eye.See,
j
L
>
the
records
is
very
close
[to
the
stallion
2.10%; St. Julien, 2.11%; Ra)n 2 43 or better now ; price $300,
eight,
which
far
exceeds
the
number of land him a winner. Any other inference,
made? We are indebted to W. H Merril* rrue, 2.13%, Cl.ngstone, Goldsmith Maidj championship at that age, Ponce de Lecn,
d,
__________________
any other sire, No other sire of his age sir, is an insult, whether intended or not.”
of West Gardiner, for the following con and Trinket, 2.14; Hopeful, 2 14%, andj 2.12, adds glory to the great Pancoast, and
ever had more than two 2.15 trotters.
Unfortunately for the turf, all owners of
cerning the torse: Pelham was a brown1 j-Lulu, 2 15. In passing it may be remarkedj Lockheart, 2 13. to the mighty Nutwood.
M
anager James O. Gray of Franklin horses are not as high-minded and as hon
colt of doub ful pedigree that was raised1 that while the speed average of this illus-.
Electioneer is represented by Norval,11
Mr. Hamlin has shipped the village trotPark, Saugus, has decided to close the trot orable as was Mr. Belmont. More's the
out in Wales or thereabouts, and as he1 trious nine is 2.13, the average of the lead-. who has reduced Lis record to 2.14%, and
,(^ ters home.
ting season of 1892 in New England with Pity.
■howed some indicaticns of speed, he was1 jing
r nine in the list of today is within aa Director by the great Directum, 2.11%,
Stamboul 2.08%, now holds the world’s1 a four days’ race meeting at his track, be
bought by Bernard Esmond of this city, gJ
Stockton, Cal., Oct. 26.—This was a
small fraction of 2.08%. It is also well too at three years old, and Evangeline, 2 11% stallion record.
ginning Nov. 8. All harness contests are day cut out for record breaking on the new
who « as at that time interested in steppers, observe
,
While the bicycle
le
that the majority of these fastt at four years of age.
jg
Senator Stantord has returned home trot and pace and the usual conditions will
and named “Pelham” by him, for tre late n
kite track, and in two cases it resulted in
records in the latter list have been made ona sulky has undoubdedly contributed to this
after a long trip abroad.
govern.
Pelham Harden. Mr. Esmond was not so regulation
r
phenomenal time.
tracks, Sunol 2.08%, and Aller. result it is quite cleat that progressive 1
well pleased with his purchase as he had ton, 2.09%, being kite records.
Leone lowered the yearling race record
The grey Btallion Guy, 2.06%, by Shiloh
breeding and more intelligent trainingg
8tamboul broke the world’s stallion trot
anticipated, and one day drove him over to
e
to
2 28% at Mexico, Mo.
has defeated all of the great pacers— ting record, clipping off a quarter of a sec
.
methods
have
contributed
their
full
share
Five years later at the close of the sea
Mr. Elwell’s to sell him. Now, Mr. Elwell gc
Mr. Henrt C. Jewett haj a first class Mascot, 2.04; Hal Pointer, 2.05%; Flying ond from Palo Alt Vs record and making
son of 1889, there werp only twenty-sevenj to these astonishing speed results. Withb
was at that time considered to be the best In
few
exceptions,
so
few
that
they
can
be
i
e
sire
in Patchen Wilkes, by George Wilkes; Jib. 2 05%; Bluesign, 2 08%; Robert J. the mile in 2.08%. Rowena made a mile
in the 2.15 list, or an increase of eighteen.
judge of horse-flesh in this vicinity, and jInE fifteen years twenty-feven was the to. counted on the fingers of one hand, thee dam
(
2 09%; Major Wonder, 2.10%, and Vin- in 2.17%, the fastest time ever made by a
by Mambrino Patchen.
although he wanted tne horse very much tft
tal, while the maximum of speed had ad members of the new 2.15 list are bred inB
Elloree 2.26% by Axtell 2.12 has been ette, 2.09%.
2-year.old flllv
he played off and said he “guessed he va
j
h’ bred
to Allerton 2.09%, and is supposed to
vanced to 2.08%. The season of 1890 was( well established trotting lines on both,
Some years ago Mr. C. J. Hamlin bred
Stamboul was in fine form when he was
didn’t want him; he bad horses enough nc
and the concentration of speed ele- ibe in foal, although she is but two years the Mambrino Patchen mare Play G rl to
not prolific in its increase, as it had only , sides,
1
brought out. Walter Mayben bandied him
without buying that one.” Finally he said gsix
p new arrivals. But 1891 added no lessi ments
and their perfect development aree old.
(
1
Hamlin’s Almont, 2.30, and sold her for sind at the word the great trotter was led
he had some edging to haul, and thought than seventeen, bringing the totaL up to( entitled
to their full credit.—Spirit of thee
’
Alcantara has a new representative in $175. He afterwards pain $5,000 for the out. It was the prettiest mile ever seen
that if the horse whs suitable fortbat work fifty.
qj
TimejGeorgie H., who won the second heat in foal she was carrying when sold for $175,
here. He made the first quarter in 30%
he might buy him. The result was that he
Singular to say the honors are nearly
the
SYDNEY, N. Y.
1 2.22 class at Point Breeze, on the 18th this being Play Bey, who made a race reo* jeconds, repeating the time on the next
bought the horse for seventy dollars. He equally
eq
divided between the stallions, geld
------------iin 2.19%. ord of 2.18% this season.
quarter, going to the half in 1.01%, and
knew that there was speed in Pelham and ings
jn and mares, and a glance at the sires
Oct. 29. D. S. Hill has just sold to a
Leone 2.28%, by Launcelot, won the ;hree-quarters in 1 35.
A notable recent event was the lowerlots of it, but did not want to arouse the of these new speed possessors will be of party
j
in New York the brown stallion, King j
’ i ig of the trotting yace record on a haif- fastest heat trotted in a race by a yearling
Too fast, the horseman said, but the
suspicions ef his former owner, so Pelham fni
interest. Guy Wilkes leadb off with his Richard
j
by Dictator, dam by St. Leger, E
’ mile track to 2.12%, by Kitty Bayard by this season when she defeated her field and itallion had on the speed and he went on
hauled edgings for awhile. Then one day three
th
suberb daughters, Muta Wilkes, (thoroughbred)
<
also the bay colt, (3 yn.) j
obtained her record in the fecond heat at gamely in the face o a brisk breeze, com*
' Bayard.
Mr. Elwell harness -d him to a pung and 2.14%;
2.
Hazel Wilkes, 2 14%, and Hulda Stony
<
Ford by King Richard, dam Ameniaa
taking Mr. Merrill,went down on the river, 2 14%. The great Red Wilkes comes along jby Messenger Duroc. Reported price forr
At Nashville a Kentucky bred yearling Mex co, Mo , last week, Monday. This Is ng to the finish in 2.08%.
the fastest mile ever trotted by a yearling
All the watches agreed and horsemen
and Pelham demonstrated to the crowd that with
wi his splendid three-year-old-3on, Ralph the
t two about $2300.
1trotted to a race record of 2.29%, and at
, ihouted : “The record Is b/oken” before
he was a flyer o. the first water.
Mo., a Massachusetts bred year- in a field of horses.
Wilkes 2.13% and Allie Wilkes, 2.15. Sim
J. B Simons’ three fast ones have gone9 Mexico,
’
Mr. Elwell did not o« n him long before m(
The Horseman publishes a list of sires i he official time was given. Mayben was
mons. another great speed-producing so.j into
i
winter quarters with the following rec-. ling trotted to a race record of 2.28%.
Bob Walton, of Boston, a prominent horse- of this emperor of^sires, puts in three New ords
Horsxmen will be glad to learn that of dams of new 2 30 performers. In this < ibeered and congratulated on all effies.
(
Bessie brown mare, 2.25 pacing; Bobj
man at that time, saw toe horse and bought York Central, 2.13%; Greenleaf, 2.13%. black
t
mare 2.29%, reduced from 2.34%, trainer Hiram G. Sriiith who was so sev- list Almont stands at the head with twelve, I Jtamboul will stay here and go again next
him, paying four hundrad and fifty dollars ftn
and Coralloid, 2.14%. Simmons is cer- pacing;
j
Sidney, chestnut galding, 2.39%,t eerely injured a few weeks since, is steadily and the name of Straw Girl, dam of Gene reek. His quarters are 30%, 30%, 38%,
for him. Pelham’s career began in earn- tainly one of the greatest sires of the day, reduced
Brigge (4) 2.28, is not included. This 1
gaining in the hospital at Newark, N. J.
r
from 3.00, trotting.
est then, and in 1835, or about that time,
R. A. McKinnon, being extensively enSilicon’s two heats in the two-year-old brings the list up to thirteen, and there may
Alcyone has Martha Wilkes, 2 08, a rec
Rowena, the fast 2-year-old filly by Azhe was matched to trot the famous mare Qr(
in merchantile business, wishes to> rrace at Nashville, in 2 28%, 2.25%, and be others yet to hear from. Electioneer, , Qoor, started against the race record of
ord which many good judges believe she gaged
8
Lady Suffolk, who then held the world’s w
- still further reduce. That game can- sell
I
’s three heats in the three-year- Biue Bull and Mambrino Patches are tied < 19%, and made the mile in 2.17%. She
will
8 his 5-year-old standard bred stallion,, Directum
record, *.30. The race was trotted at Sar- pa
Douglass by Bona Fide 720, dam byr old
o race in 2.15, 2.12, 2.11% eclipse any- foi second place. Almont is to be known rent to the half in 1.08% and covered the
paigner Wilton adds a first-class star in the Harry
1
atoga and Pelham won in 2 26, giving him four*) ear-old stallion Moquette, 2.10. 1Ben Frandin, 753. He is a fine individuall thing
In history as one of the greatest of brood- j ist quarter in 33 seconds.
for the ages.
tl
the distinction of being the first horse in Here is a candidate f. r the stallion cbam- stands
15% hands high, and can show quitej
Silicon, the Wilton filly, that holds the mare sires.
8
She will start again on Saturday. Her
the world to make that time. And be was pionship,
p-(
price $400,
vworld’s two-year-old record, is brown in
What a wonderful mare is Hamlin’s r acord today was the fastest mile ever
and oniy one and a half seconds fast;
f
the horse that was at one time sold “to ge
^
G. A. Gregory has lately received fromi ccolor, and about as pretty a little creature Nightingale. At Nashville she reduced her r iade by a two-year-old filly, Sunol’s time
separates
him from the honor. Belle Vara
haul edgings.”—Home Journal.
a one would wish to look at. Sh« moves record in the fourth heat of a desperately a t the age being 2 18.
2.08%, will draw aitention to her sire Vat- the Jewett stock farm the brown mare, as
Jennie Prewitt, by Gov. Sprague, dam (thei as
a steadily as clockwork.
fought race to 2.10% and the following day
ican,
son
of
the
mighty
Belmont,
out
of
Daghestan, a two-year-old by rStamboul
THE RECORD BREAKERS.
lca
dam
of
Arlino,
2.29%;
by
Mambrino
•
Mr. J. C. Simpson, the well known turf broke the world’s record lor two miles so 0 ut of Alta Belle, by Electioneer, owned
Vara,
by Hambletonian 10.
Lobasco,
------------Va
At Rochester, N. Y-, Aug. 12, 1874 2.1
writer, believes from what he can learn th t long held by Fannie Witherspoon. The j. y J. Outwaite of Cleveland, O.,was driven
2.10%, by Egmont, he by Belmont, also Patchen She is suppost d to be in foal by w
ti
Goldsmith Maid trotted in 2.14%, and was throws
thr
muBt be a great resemblance between record she started to neat was 4.43 and she y Walter to beat 2.36, and made the mile
a ray of glory over the memory of Patchen Wilkes, sire of Divan (3 years) taere
2 15 pacing, Henrico (3 years), 2.15% Princess,
P
the first champion performer to trot below Woodburn’s dead hero of the stud.
the dam of Happy Medium, sire finished in 4 33%, trotting the first half of 1 2 25%, going to the half in 1.13. The
of Nancy Hanks, and the latter mare.
oi
2.15, and is therefore the head of that se>
\
the journey in 2 18% and the last in 2.14%. c alt made a bad break under the wire.
That
the blood of Maud S. breeds on trotting, and others.

PATPIOT, thv fastest son of Phallas 214 3-4.

TRACK ANO STABLE.

Pick and wash grapes. Cover with
Boil until
----- :----the juice
□N through a jelly cloth, sweeten to taste,
COLUMBIAN UNIVERSITY’S DECISION
heat again and put up in airtight glass
TO NOT ADMIT WOMEN.
jars.—Housewife.
___________

WOMAN’S WORLD.

in a porcelain vessel.
I tlwater
thoroughly cooked. Strain

ive
Life at Vassar College—A Girl’s Brave

)We
Deed—Matinee Girls at the Food Show.
Broke the Deadlock—Miss North’s Romance—Timely Notes About Women.

TAPE-WORM

No starving required.
No poisonous medicines.
No hindrance to business or
general habits.
No ill effects following the
treatment.
I can send my treatment
anywhere, with full instruc
tions, that will expel the worm,
head and all, in about three
hours, without sickness or the
least danger.
The treatment is not un
pleasant, the instructions not
hard to follow, and the results
a arebsolutely certain.
Send 2-cer4 stamp f®r pam
phlet and full particulars.
Forty years’ experience.
DR.
jl 28-TFH

The old discussion concerning the adidVisability of woman’s acquiring the art
art
of Galen and Hippocrates, of Aspasia
sia
and Bucca, has been reopened by the recent decision of the Columbian univerersity at Washington to no longer admit
ait
women to its medical department. An
A.n
offer, financially backed by Gardiner
ler
Hubbard, to put up a fine physiological
3al
on
laboratory and give it to the college on
condition that the decision be withdrawn
has been flatly declined.
!fy
The argument advanced by the faculty
en
that the teaching of men and women
together in medical classes is demoralizing to both is rather weakened by the
ire
fact that at all clinics women nurses are
Ty
present and assist at operations of every
re_
kind, imparting an atmosphere of refinement and seriousness quite perceptible immediately on their appearance.
l0f;
The other theory, that women do not
Lat
possess a quality of intelligence that
en
fits them for study with men, has been
en
refuted by the higher average of women
)er
in examinations and the greater number
|ie
of honors secured by them, due to the
;n
fact that they are exceptional women,
st.
inspired by serious ambition and interest,
of
contending with the ordinary run of
men—at least, so claim the men.
er
Consequently the faculty has fallen
back upon the old excuse that the adpS
/lission of women to the classes keeps
}ie
men away from the college, apd that the
lestep was taken because it was not desirable to turn that institution into aa
“female seminary.”
'
an
However, this defeat is one which can
,a£
be well endured, considering the great
or
advance of the educational movement for
women along all lines, and particularly iinn
a_
the study of medicine. New York, PhilaIp
delphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati and Chijy
cago have medical schools exclusively
of
for women; the medical department of
jy
Johns Hopkins is open to them; nearly
all the western collegei admitTIiem, arid
VQ
two other Washington colleges receive
*is
them on equal terms with men. Paris
a
offers every facility to women. Germany
rh
admits them to her institutions, though
’e_
not allowing them to sign their own prescriptions.
It is an interesting and pertinent fact
ct
that though men students now treat
at
women with a fair degree of consideraa“
tion medical instructors the world over,
and particularly in Germany, are still
hostile to the so called invaders, pre>e*
sen ting all subjects of a delicate nature
re
in the coarse and revolting manner most
st
liable to embarrass and disgust the
10
women, who have accepted the treat^tment with a heroic dignity, ignoring
those things which they could neither
er
tolerate nor condone.—New York Sun.
Miss Nortli’s Romance.

A pretty love story where love storie^
are least expected is revealed in the angg
nouncement of the engagement of Miss
gg
North, the nitrate king’s daughter. Miss
ag
North is young, very handsome and has
been an unquestioned success in the
great world. It has been generally bee
J. F. TRUE,
,n
lieved that such young women when
g|.
Auburn, Maine. they are posed advantageously against
the background of a great fortune, as jisg
b
Miss North, are produced through subtie and indirect processes by nature for
Lj
the purpose of renewing the blood and
replenishing the coffers of noblemen.
30
Miss North has been regarded so
r_
widely to be the bride ultimately of cer3f
tainly a duke that the announcement of
L0
her engagement to George Crocker, who
r_
is not only without title, but is a Liverpool business man, has been a nine daysg,’
wonder. It appears that Miss North for
)r
four years has desired to marry Mr.rCrocker, but her father, Colonel North,
who doubtless felt that strawberry
y
leaves were somewhere to be found in
11
dis shrubbery, refused his consent. But
love has found a way; the father has
ls
fielded, and now everybody is chirping5
is if love had just been born into the
world.
Fashion Makes Womep Cosmopolite.

A young lady who had traveled in
Finland, and who had a dear friendn
;here, asked, out of curiosity, in a letterr
which she wrote to her friend last sumner, what the Finnish girls were wearng, and received an answer to this
effect: “The girls in Finland have a very8
iretty costume this year. It consists of
l blue serge skirt and blazer, a silk shirt
md broad brimmed sailor hat. Many,r’
nany girls wear this costume. I seee
hem in it passing in front of the housee
ls I write.”
The American girl smiled. What a
lommentary on the universality of fash-ir
ons at the end of the Nineteenth cen-lury! Undoubtedly the girls in the statee
>f Washington, and the colony of Brit->
sh Columbia and in Honolulu and Mel-journe were wearing the same bluee
uits and sailor hats that the girls ina
lelsingfors and St. Petersburg were,i,
.nd when they got out of a car probablyy
hey smoothed them down at the small1
if the back with the back of one hand ina
xactly the same way.
That movement, by the way, is thee
nost universal and characteristic ges-ure of the present day; it is much moree
labitual even than sitting on the foot orr
mtting both hands at the back of the6
Lead to see if the hair is coming down.
-Boston Transcript.
______L________
Grape Juice for Winter Use.

Grapes should be very ripe to give the3
ne flavor unrivaled by any other fruit.
’he dyspeptic will find grape juice the3
lost delicious and cooling of all drinks,
rhile the sick person, no matter whatt
er ailment, will find both nourishmentt
nd coolness in this drink, particularlyr
dapted to the needs of the fever pa-_
lent. It is also delicious for mince pies3
nd sauces. Nothing could be nicer to}
Brve with cake at a calling reception.
The methods of preparation are: Pick:
rapes from stems, look over carefully
nd wash in cold water. Pack iui
-inch layers of white sugar. When the»
ir is full tie over the mouth of it ai
tiick cloth, after which cover with pa-■ i
er. Place in a cool place in the cellar.. I
Fhen used, strain through a wires ’1

Our Oldest Actresses.

The oldest living American actresses
are
a^ Clara Fisher Maeder, born in 1811,
and Mrs. John Drew, who is seven years
younger. Mrs. Drew appeared on th«
y<
st
stage a babe of nine months and has
ac
acted ever since. Mrs. Maeder was on
tl
the stage from 1817 to 1889, and then
w
went into retirement. Mrs. Hannah
B
Birrell, who died in San Francisco a
fe
few days ago at the age of seventy-four,
w
was a prominent actress in that city
in
many years, and was Booth’s first OpheUt
lia in California.

years Tale is readyTo offer postgraduate
study to women. It is not, however,
ready for coeducation. It is as far from
it as 11 o’clock is from 12 o’clock.—
Woman’s Journal.
American Women Abroad.

It is estimated that 60,000 Americans
have crossed the ocean since May, and
of these the great majority are women.
Estimating that half these women had
$l,(?00 to invest in bric-a-brac, gloves,
gowns and bonnets, and that a great
many had several times as much, it is
easy to understand why American wom
en are accounted the best customers of
the European shops.

Princess Marie of Edinburgh, the be
trothed of Prince Ferdinand of Roumania, is a beautiful and clever wom
Those .Dreadful Freckles.
an, and has already won a warm place
They seem to trouble nine girls out of in
the heart of the queen of Roumania
every ten, and I am sure I do not know (Carmen
Sylva).
why.
In
the
first
place,
the
girl
who
has
a
w
Friends
of Sir Walter Scott.
freckle or two on her face announces to
By the death of Mrs. Carruthers, of
the world at large that she uses neither
paint
P
£ nor powder. Then, too, she tells that Inverness, there has passed away one of
she
s^] has been living in that best of all the last of those intimately connected
things
—the sunshine. But somehow the with the family and household of Sir
th
freckles trouble her; her sweetheart Walter Scott. Mrs. Carruthers was the
tr
thinks they are rather pretty, but she youngest daughter of the great novel
th
does not agree with him, and she is al- ist’s faithful friend and amanuensis,
ways
asking, “What will take away the William Laidlaw, of Kaeside, Abbots
w
freckles?” Well, my dear girl, if you ford, and author of “Lucy’s Flittin.”
got them a week ago, or a month ago, The deceased lady’s husband, Mr. Rob
or some time during the summer, the ert Carruthers, the younger son, was a
or
juice
of the lemon, with a teaspoonful son of the well known editor and bi
J11
of
°t borax in it, dabbled on them will ographer of Pope, who was also proprie
cause
them to disappear—that is, if you tor and editor of the Inverness Courier
ca
aIPP]y ^his treatment regularly, not if for nearly half a century. There still
you
y
c put it on tonight and forget it the ..irvives another daughter of William
Laidlaw, who resides at Inverness, and
three nights more to follow.
Sometimes, if they have only just has in her possession the desk in which
come,
a few drops of benzoin, put in the the “Waverly” manuscript was found,
cc
water until it gives it a milky look, used and which was given to her father by
for a few days, will cause them to dis- Sir Walter Scott.
appear.
And, by the bye, a very nice
aI
woman
wrote and told me that she could FOR LITTLE FOLKS. ■
Wl
not get benzoin at any drug shop in town.
nc
---------------.4
Well, just let her tell the chemists themBefore Dasb Dies Down.
selves that they keep a very poor stock
se
Two little three-year-old twins had as
of goods when they have not that. Five a playfellow a pointer dog whose habit
or
six
drops
of
it
in
a
basin
of
water
will
or
it was, as is customary with many dogs,
make
it look like skimmilk, and make to turn around several times before lying
y1
it smell like the fir or cedar trees, while down. The twins watched this per
it will cool a sunburned face and give formance with interest and then run
what
doctors call “tone” to the skin, ning into the house said, “Mamma, Dash
WJ
But, my dear girls, I do not want you to says, ‘Ring around a posie’ and then he
bother about the freckles. They are lays down.”—Exchange.
really
not worth it. Instead, make up
re
y°ur mtnd that they are sun spots, put
Just Book Here.
on your face to tell the world of the
When I went to the country,
0I]
On that very day
sunny
disposition that you have, and of
sn
I put all my school books
the glad spot that you make at home.
So careful away.
—New York Commercial Advertiser.
I piled them all neatly.
My very own self,
:
In the closet up stairs,
She Broke the Deadlock.

Fortunate Josiah Hicks! At Bedford,
p
£ Mr. Hicks has just been named for
Pa.,
co
congress. This was riot done hurriedly;
on the contrary, Mr. Hicks was nomion
na
nated on the 213th ballot. There had
been practically a ^deadlock, which' the
^ri
tricks and cunning of the shrewdest political workers had been unable to
break. Mrs. Hicks, who had been
q
U
quietly
staying at home attending to
her duties, began to wonder why Josiah
did not come home. Pretty soon she
made it her business to inquire. When
shw
’ heard of the deadlock, in which tho
Hicks’ aspirations were involved, she
packed her bag, put on her bonnet and
took
^0< the train for Bedford. There she
determined to find out who it was that
was opposing her husband’s nomination,
, and why.
This she did so successfully that a
Philadelphia paper, relating the details
of Hicks’ nomination, says that the
of
credit
of breaking the deadlock, which
cr!
might
have continued for weeks to come,
P1
is
to the able manner in which Mrs.
18 due
1
Josiah
Hicks championed her husband’s
^Oi
cause. Her pleasant, dignified manner
cai
and convincing arguments were able to
an
accomplish
what no effort of politicians
ac<
could
effect. Mr. Hicks was subseC01
quently nominated by acclamation.
A Summer Experience.

A kind mistress who not only respects
aa girl’s rights, but to some degree her
tastes and feelings, is occasionally rewa
warded in ways she did not dream of.
This fall a girl who had been promised
^
a pay for the months of July and
half
August to return, astonished the household by declaring, as she dropped her
bu
bundle in a kitchen chair, “she didn’t
Want a cent, for she was only too glad
to get back where things looked like
home.” It seemed she had been at a seaside
near the city, where she had
^e( resort
been
asked to do the work for twelve,
an(
and had then gone to a house alive with
all kinds of bugs through negligence in
nrc
properly clearing out the closets and refrigerator on leaving. She had never
re
g
realized
before how different these things
could
be in other places.—Brooklyn
Ea
Eagle.
1
-----------

The Gracious Czarina.

English
papers are bubbling over with
1
of the graciousness of the czarina
Ppraise
ra
in ]kissing a hospital nurse who had been
in the midst of cholera infection—an
ln
impulsive
womanly way of showing her
^m
l
admiration
for the nurse’s bravery and
a(
^r
self
se
^ sacrifice. How much greater the
bravery
of Queen Margaret of Italy,
^ra
who during the plague walked herself
the wards of the hospitals, cheering
^h©
both nurses and patients with her presence and earnest sympathy, while the
enc
poor
P00 victims pressed their lips to the
hand
^
a^ she gave them, and died ascontent
as iif in the presence of one of their be^loved
ov< saints.
Yale and Coeducation.

A long ago as 1778 a certificate was
As
gra
granted
by President Ezra Stiles, of
Yal
Yale college, to a young woman who
had passed the examinations necessary
to <enter the college, but was debarred
on iaccount of her sex,

GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.

LABELLED 1-2 LB. TINS ONLY.

Send io Geo. DoWy & Bra.
20 & 22 BEACH ST., BOSTON, FOR

FRANK G. TULLIflGE & CO.’S
CELEBRATED DISTILLATION OF

Pop Corn!
We handle the only original bottling.
F. G. T. burnt in cork. We deliver
from Boston store, or ship direct from
Cincinnati, in cases or in bulk.

On the very top shelf.

They were all in good order.
And now just look here
At this hole In the page
Of my Primer! Oh, dear!
And I am so ’ticlar
To keep my books nice!
I ’spose that it must have
Been done by the mice.

L

Our Baby.

i

Bright eyes! They’re baby’s eyes.
Illumined wjth heaven’s own light;
They seem to tell of sunlit skies.
Of starland broad and bright.

Sweet lips! They’re baby’s lips,
Just smiling for a kiss;
Not e’en the sweets that humbird sips
Are half as sweet as this.

i
/

Fair face! ’Tis baby’s face.
All fresh and pure from heaven;
Oh, was there ever such a face
To other mortal given?

BREEDERS,
OWNERS AND
ADMIRERS
•-------------- OF----------------

GOOD HOUSES
EVERYWHERE READ THE

TURF,

FARM

Triplets Sixty-nine Years Old.

JMonday evening, at the residence of
Mr
Mr. Alden T. Brown, Waltham, a recej:
ception was tendered to three of Mrs.
Br(
Brown’s aunts, who are triplets and
six
sixty-nine years of age, the anniversary
of their birth occurring on the 20th of
Iasi
last June. Mr. Brown’s mother, a sister
of 1the triplets and herself a twin, was
pre
present. These four ladies were born in
Un
Union, Me., and are the survivors of a
fan
family of thirteen children, seven of
the
them being twins and triplets. The
tri]
triplets, when young girls, all worked in
the cotton mills with General N. P.
Bai
Banks when he was bobbin boy there.—
B
oj
Boston
Herald.

E P PS’S
COCOA

-------- AND---------

Wee hands! They’re baby’s hands.
So dainty and so dear;
Oh, baby hands, a strong heart’s bands
Are twined about you here.
Wee feet! They’re baby’s feet—
Pink, dimpled, soft and small;
Within my hands they lightly meet—
My little life! My all!

Yet this is just one baby life—
One shrine of worship here—
How many million millions more
Some other hearts hold dear.
—Josie F. Applemaiw

HOME
;

i

j

Children’s World’s Fair Palace.

The enjoyment of the Columbian ex
position
is not to be confined to per
1
sons
of mature years. Juvenile tastes
8
are
{ also to be considered, and the rising
generation
will not be forgotten in pro
I

■,
viding
amusement and entertainment.
A recent proposition is one to erect a
gspecial building for children. This build
i would be furnished with playrooms
ing
£and other features, enabling the young
t enjoy themselves.
to
Herewith is given an illustration of
(one of the plans submitted for the chil
cdren’s palace.

TZLE ONLY PAPER
Acknowledget! an Authority in
Maine io Holters Pertain
ing io teo Horse,
The TURF, FARM AND
HOME has been consoli
dated with the Maine Horse
Breeders9 Monthly, and all
former subscribers to the
Monthly will be furnished
the Turf, Farm and Home
to the expiraion of their
subscriptions.

to oea, the old man said to the young mm
mi mat ne mlgnr have been a favored ••ana ne's only got one old dad, living
admirer for some time, as his friends on borrowed time, too, and fonder of
one:
ad
were neighbors of the Bartons. At all- him than words can tell, and he ain’t
“Whatever ycu want you must go to w(
9vents Beulah had no eyes for any one nothin’ to him compared with one little
town and get. I want you should be as tv
It never occurred to him that be girl.” But he bade his son godspeed,
well rigged as anybody, and fixy things tlse.
tls
ing piqued and offended by his late ar and waved his large red handkerchief as
become you.”
hu
rival she was revenging herself. He the regiment marched away, and stepped
“Dad, you are a brick!” cried the boy, Th
could not know that charming and chival to the music a little himself, and whistled
with the most respectful intentions, co
rous as Mr. Du Bois certainly was, so his way home, but his hair got whiter
whatever Lord Chesterfield might have roi
much more conscious than were any of after that, and it was at breakfast time
thought of the style of his address could mi
he have heard it; “and a fellow must the
th young men of Mqjberry that America next morning that black Sally noticed
every man to do his duty at an for the first time that he was beginning
talk to somebody. Do you know, 1 like expected
ex
evening party, her every thought was to stoop.
her.”
ev
As for Beulah, she not been well since
with him, recreant though he was. While
“Beulah?” queried Mr. Spicer.
“Yes,” replied Reu. “She’s so pretty, Du
Di Bois paid her compliments that were the night of the birthday party. Not
and lowered his voice and looked well enough to see Mr. Du Bois when he
don’t you think? If I tried for her would poems
P°
you mind? They’re a little uppish, into her eyes, she kept asking herself how called to say goodby, and had been so
Reuben felt, and hoping that he was suf gallant to her mother that the old lady
but”---stood before the mantel mirror for ten
fering pangs of jealousy.
“We’re as good a3 anybody, my son,” tei
After a while she intended to forgive minutes after he had gone, and said to
said Spicer. “Nancy Peeler’s folks were
considerably plainer than ourn, though him if he were sufficiently penitent, but herself that she must be wonderfully
she did well for herself. Go ahead, I’m not
110 readily, not easily. Why should she, well preserved for her age.
No, Beulah had not been well, but on
who could make such an impression on
with you.”
this day mother and daughter had gone
“Most fellows’ fathers are against them aa £splendid man like Du Bois?
Not until this wonderful Du Bois was out for a ride together and had driven
when it comes to that sort of thing,” said
gone did poor Reuben get an opportunity down toward what was called the land
Reu.
ing, when they were aware of a steam
Beulah.
“Well, I’ve only got you, my boy,” to° approach
have not even said ‘How do you boat lying there, the stars and stripes
said Spicer. “All that’s mine is yours, do?“’You
to me, nor have I wished you many flying and a regiment marching on board
and I want you should be happy. All ,happy
of her.
returns of the day,” he said.
that makes me sick is the idea of being
The long line of boys in blue stretched
“Ah,” she said coldly; “I did not know
parted from you. But if you like Beulah you
up the street; the band played “The
were here.”
,“You were too well entertained to Girl I Left Behind Me.”
**And you don’t know yet that the fifth o1 and she likes you that wouldn’t happen.”
August is my Beulah’s birthday ”
At this juncture, if this father and son notice nae, I suppose,” he retorted.
The pony attached to the basket
“Seems to me, Mis’ Barton, that your had been Frenchmen, they would have
phaeton thought it respectful to stand on
“
I
was
certainly
very
well
entertained,
”
folks are going to hev a party,” said Mr. embraced. But they were Americans of she answered. “Ah, those southern gen his hind legs and widen his nostrils, and
.
Spicer, the grocer, as he extracted from the Americans, so old Spicer gave Reu a tlemen
are so charming when you oome a man who was watching the procession
the bunches of fine “eating raisins” that thump on the back and Reu squared off to know them.”
took him by the bridle and held him,
scientifically
and
tapped
him
lightly
on
he was weighing one that tipped the
* ‘And Mr. Du Bois is an intimate friend, soothing him by certain pats and whis
the
chest,
and
both
laughed
a
little
foolj
scales, and held it suspended, hesitating
pers.
I presume?” said Reuben.
between a wish to be just and a fear of ishly. And all the same the boy was the 1“Recently,” replied Beulah, purposely
“Another lot of men off, I see,” said
.looking conscious.
being too generous. “Seems to me, Mis’ light of his father’s eye and knew it.
Mrs. Barton.
Meanwhile all this had not been said
i
. Barton, your folks are going to hev a
“Yes,” said the man, “there is Free
Trifles
light as air are to the jealous
without some little understanding be- co
party.”
confirmation
strong as proofs of holy man Pennypacker and Rodman Calkintween
the
young
people.
Beulah,
amid
w]
Mrs. Barton, a thin lady, with a flat
dahl and Phineas Spot, and the youngest
writ.
I chest and sloping shoulders, who wore all the excitement of preparation for her
of ’em is Reuben Spicer, Grocer Spicer’s
Reuben
said
to
himself:
“
She
likes
the “waterfall” of the period at the back first grown up party and the coming him. She will marry him. He has driven hnv. I rag him stoo to shake hands with
I of her head and was dressed in a way home of a blue silk dress with seven me out of her heart.”
his father just now. It's rougn on viro
that spoke of easy circumstances, as in- flounces and a train, still thought more
old man—rough. Like enough he won’t
He
looked
gloomilydown
at
the
toes
i deed did the little basket phaeton that of Reuben than of anything else—what Qof£ the shoes which had taken the place see Reu again in this world.”
waited for her at the door, pursed up her he would say, what he would think of qof£ those in which he had descended into
It was just then that Beulah leaned
her in her new dress. Above all, whether the well' to rescue the lost fisherman. back on the cushions. A little later her
' lips.
“I’ve dealt with you ever since I was he would come early, before the others, Had Beulah noticed that he came late mother discovered that she had fainted.
married and came to live on the Heights, so that they could have a little talk.
would have told her why. But now
She hoped he would, she thought he he
Mr. Spicer,” she said, “and you don’t
he thought why should he? She did not
would,
and
she
was
dressed
very
early
ca
know yet that the fifth of August is my
care.
Beulah’s birthday. I gave her a party and on the watch for him, and if he had
Meanwhile she was longing for an ex
pjj
when she was two years old, and I’ve come all would have been different, for planation
that should give her an excuse
0J forgiving him then and there. She
given her one ever since, and as long as he would have told her all that was in ffor
i
I live I shall give her one. I don’t think his heart and the answer would have as
asked
herself why did he not speak or
there’s anybody else in Mulberry that been a cheering one. She was ready to sit down beside her or do something?
listen
to
him,
and
for
this
reason
the
gj,
wouldn’t remember that we always had
She was so vexed that he did not that
}1( could scarcely keep from stamping
a party at our house on the fifth of fact of his nonarrival piqued her; and sshe
when he proved to be not only not the her little foot, and an evil spirit prompted
. August.”
e to say:
“I did remember it, too, Mis’ Barton,’’ first guest but not the twentieth, she hher
said the grocer, “but this here war ia waB seriously offended and ready for re
“There is something in ancestry. Mr.
driving everything else out of our minds, prisals. Yet it was not poor Reuben’s ph
Du Bois comes of a family, no member of
]
I think. Well, since it’s a birthday, in fault by any means. The boy had been w
which
has ever worked at a trade or
goes the bunch, overweight as it is. dressed very early, even to the flower in kept shop, or even followed a profession
0] pecuniary reasons. I think one could
And how old is little Beulah getting to his buttonhole, and had been duly ad- ffor
mired by his father, and was about to ^1
be, Mis’ Barton?”
tell it by the way he carries himself,
set forth in a gig driven by the hired don’t you?"’
“She’s seventeen,” said Mrs. Barton.
|
“Well, well,” said Mr. Spicer. “Why, man in order that he might arrive at
“I don’t know; I’m the son of a shop
I’d have said ten if I’d been asked. How his destination in his original spick and keeper, you remember,” Reuben answer
span condition, when little Tommy e(
j “Not a judge of such matters. Good
time flies. ”
ed.
“Don’t talk,” said Mrs. Barton, “it Briggs, the son of their next neighbor, ev
evening.”
spins. You can send two baskets of who had been fishing in the Spicer well
He was gone, and instead of sitting
from his pocket put
them Maryland peaches up, Mr. Spicer, with a crooked pin and a spool of bast- down to talk things over with her mother, And taking aitflask
to his lips.
they’re beauties, and I guess I’ve got ing cotton, slipped from the brink and ag
as that lady expected she would, Beulah
Often after that Beulah as well as the
everything else. It’s a young folks’ vanished headfirst beneath the water. ru
rushed to her own room, threw her new
party, you know, so I don’t ask any mar Mrs. Briggs, who witnessed the catas- blue dress into a corner, and without squire’s wife used to rise from her bed
of moonlight nights and look toward the
ried folks but Beulah’s aunt and ur^e; trophe from her garret window, went ev
even brushing her hair, hid herself be south. How many women did that in
but I’ve sent an invitation to your Reu into hysterics on the spot. The old black ne
neath the coverings and cried herself to those days, I wonder, mothers and
ben. I truess he must have cot it. If woman who supervised the Spicer kitch- i
not he’ll get it today: JbLe might reten en tell down on her knees ana oegau sleep, while Mrs. Barton, feeling that sisters and wives and sweethearts, all
his flute, I should think; anybody that to pray in campmeeting fashion, with this was a very disappointing world, told—northern women and southern
many cries and groans and shouts and counted the spoons, put away the best women whose hearts ached alike?
can entertain had ought to.”
“I’ll make him, Mis’ Barton,” said writhings. Mr. Spicer began co look for damask, and lamented the spots on the. She used to put her palms together and
Mr. Spicer. “He’s bashful about taking his glasses in order to see what was the dining room carpet, as she always did lay her cheek upon them, after a pretty
it with him for fear folks will think he matter, and the neighbors universally after those annual birthday parties, which unconscious fashion that she had, and
wants to be asked to play. I don’t know shouted “help” and “murder.” In a few she felt it her duty to give in Beulah’s think that if ever Reuben came back she
would try to make up with him. But
ao
but I like him to feel so. But if you moments there would certainly have honor.
In his bed that night Reuben did not she had very little hope that he would
really want he should I’ll make him.” been one little angel more had not
After which he helped Mrs. Barton into Reuben, tearing off his coat and vest weep. Men do not habitually, but he return. “I am punished for behaving
the phaeton. And the facts that it was and throwing them on the grass, jumped felt as he had never felt before. The as I did to the man I loved,” she often
demon jealousy had entered into him. said in confidence to Diana, “and I shall
Beulah Barton’s birthday; that she was to the well brink, caught the chain, ^e
He was full of rage and hate, and these be punished more and more.” And the
seventeen; that Mrs. Barton was going gone down in the bucket and grabbed He
emotions were new to him. Suddenly pale huntress seemed to give her a cold
to give a party; that she always did Master Tommy by his curls, which his en:
he found himself sitting up, clinching smile of assent.
h®
and always would give a party on her mother had fortunately fostered.
We do such odd, mad things when we
To lift Master Tommy, gasping and his pillow with his left hand and deal
daughter’s birthday; that she had
bought some of those Maryland peaches, shrieking, within reach of the brink, ing it heavy blows with his doubled are young and in love, especially if we
right fist.
are unhappy. I am sure that Mrs. Barand that she was anxious his Reuben where somebody took charge of him, rig
1“I should like to kill him!” he said, • ton would have sent for the doctor tc
should bring his flute and that he was and to scramble up himself was not a
thinking of Du Bois. “To kill him! To prescribe for poor Beulah if she had
going to make him, furnished counter very difficult matter. But what a plight thi
he was in! Wet to the waist; his patent kill
kil him!” He seized the bolster with heard her talking to the moon in little,
conversation for the rest of th^> day.
both hands and smothered with it an low murmurs, interspersed with soft
The squire sat on the sugar baTrel and leather ties full of water; his cuffs bo
imaginary Desdemona. Then he was sobs, but no one heard her and the habit
talked it over. The doctor dropping in soaked; his face dripping with perspira- im
very much ashamed of himself there in grew.
added the information that Beulah Bar tion; the hair, to which the hairdresser vei
“You are up there, so high above the
the dark, and thought how his dead
ton was as pretty a baby as he ever saw, had given the most delicate touches, out th(
would have grieved could she world,” she would say; “you can see
me
and the real estate broker remarked that of curl and rumpled; and to crown all, mother
have known of his violent and absurd Reuben. Ah, if you could tell me what
Jeremiah Barton had bee’n one who Mrs. Briggs, who had been making over ha
you see!” And one night the silent
emotions.
knew how to buy and when to sell, and ■a feather bed in the garret and had err
rThat fair, delicate mother had been a moon could indeed have told her a
hadn’t left his widow to go out washing fallen into its depths in her excitement,
Quakeress. Often she had taken him thrilling tale, painted a strange picture.
on embracing his knees while Qr
for a living, as some men did who had insisted
:
Far to the southward her silver light
with her to meeting, and he had listened
him the preserver of her darling wi
passed for rich with everybody. And calling
<
then they fell to talking of the war, the <child and praying heaven to bless him. to the mild, sweet, drawling speech of flooded a battlefield red with blood. All
the Friends whom the spirit moved to day they had been fighting, the blue and
would he have gone without th(
all absorbing subject of the day, of their Gladly
1
speak. It had had an influence upon the gray. No matter what they call the
own regiment, of the boys who had done 'thanks in order to avoid the large con tri- spt
him. Had he chosen a profession he battle in history or how it ended we have
gallant things and the boys who had bution of fluff and chicken feathers with hii
would rather have been a surgeon to only followed Reuben there for his love’s
fallen. Strong partisans, they, all on ‘which sfye endowed him, but rid of the wc
he; men than a soldier to kill them. Bake. The fighting had been furious, gal
one side, and they agreed perfectly.
igrateful family, the neighbors who came heal
But
now all his nature was altered, and lant, on both sides; they were all Ameri
to
talk
it
over
and
the
strangers
who
Bu
“
Glad
when
it
’
s
over,
though,
”
said
HOUSES FOR SALE.
the squire, checking a sigh. “Moth- <called to inquire what had happened, he felt there was no possibility of follow cans—the dark eyed, black haired, dash
No. 1.—Brown gelding, 4 years old; 15.2; 1000 er, she gets up sometimes of moon- Reuben put into the back room for re- inc
ing the steps of his father and grand ing soldiers of the south; the cool,
lbs. This ia a very rich looking horse, one of
father as dealers in groceries. Her speech strong, light haired, gray eyed northern
and a serious consultation was held fat
;
the most pleasing roadsters, and can pace a light nights and looks out of the south pairs
’35 clip.
______
concerning the superiority of those who men.
window. Seems as if Jim might be look- -with Mr. Trabb, the tailor, who was coi
The fighting, orderly at first, had be
had a distinguished ancestry who had
ha<
ing at the moon at that minute and sort jgood enough to step over.
No. 2.— Chestnut mare, 5 years old; 15 3;
never
“Well, sir,” said Mr. Trabb, with a ne
1 engaged in trade seemed to ring come a wild turmoil. The men were
1025 lbs. Handsome and bloodlike; very easy of feel ma was looking too, she says.
and fast roadster; can show a ’50 clip.
Jim was her baby, you know.”
idiplomatic air, “them pants will come in his ears. “I’ll be a soldier,” he said. fighting hand to hand; officers whose
“Yes, I know,” said the grocer. “I out
< right. I don’t say all that fluff don’t “I’ ll go to the war. No one can despise horses had been killed under them were
No. 3 —Bay mare, 4 years old; 15.3; 1050 lbs.
on foot, sword in hand, covered with
a soldier ”
matters, but I can bring ’em as<
i
She is very clean looking, nice coated, and couldn’t spare Reu, you see. I was oldish complicate
In imagination he saw himseir slaying blood, dust ana gunpowaer; niaeous
has a head and neck of rare beauty. She is a when he was born. Sarah Jane was my 1round, only it will take time.”
1
free roadster, nice gaited, and fit lor carryall
“How much, Trabb?” asked Mr. Spicer, men
me like this Du Bois. He rode into the sights were to be seen everywhere;
second wife. I tell the minister I’d ought
or buggy.
ranks of the enemy unscathed. “He wounded man, bleeding at every vein;
rar
to hev named him Benjamin.”
’who was managing the affair.
No. 4.—Seal brown gelding, 10 years old;
“ ’Bout an hour,” said Trabb, and car- bears a charmed life,” he heard them crippled horses struggling to rise; mount
Just then Reu came into the store. He
15.1; 950 lbs. A horse of extremely nice pro
say,
sa
^ but knew that he feared nothing, ed men vainly striving to prevent their
portion; very neat in every point; a very had been to the postoffice and had some iried off the garments.
the life in which Beulah had no horses from trampling on fallen com
powerful little horse, an untiring roadster, papers and letters in his hand. One of
It was two hours and a half before he because
bee
and can pace a ’35 clip.
dead men fallen forward in their
the envelopes was large, square and 1returned with them. Meanwhile it was share had no value for him. He threw rades;
himself back upon his pillow, rose in saddles, borne into the thickest of the
discovered
that
old
Mrs.
Betty,
the
glossy,
with
a
gilt
edge.
Such
envelopes
i
No. 5.—Beautiful dark gray gelding, 5 years
’s stout mother, had been sitting imagination from the ranks to a captain fray, their hands frozen to their sword
old; 16.2; 1060 lbs. A very shapy, fine looking were used for elegant occasions in that brewer
1
horse and roadster, suitable for carryall or day.
cy* was major, colonel, major general, hilts.
ion the coat and vest, that the hat had cy,
buggy.
The setting sun was merely a red rim
^eJ- asleep then and dreamed that in a bevond
His color rose as he nodded to every- 1been rubbed the wrong way and that the fell
the blackest westward woods
No. 6.—Bay mare, 16 hands; 1100 lbs. ’50 clip body and went hastily into the back 1shoes would not dry.
A toilet was wild, smoke veiled contest he stood face when
Keuben almost etumoiea over an
to face with Du Bois, the man whom officer in Confederate uniform lying on
room. His father knew that he had re- 1made at last, but by no means the spruce to
Beulah loved. Then—he never could re
No. 7.—Bay stallion, 6 years old; 15.3; 1100 ceived his invitation.
affair
of the early evening, and poor Bei
lbs. Can show mile better than 2 40.
what followed, but he awoke : his back upon the ground. The next
me
That night, when it was too late for 1Reuben, who had calculated on having member
moment a mounted cavalryman dashed
determined
to enlist.
No. 8.—Bay mare Rosa Morrill, 10 years old; customers to come and the shutters were fsuch a good opportunity for his wooing, ^et
past and stooping low in his saddle
The
poor
old
father
uttered
a
groan
«!re, Winthrop Morrill; 1st dam by Dolbier’s up and the door locked, Mr. Spicer sat at iand such a happy time with Beulah, arstruck at the poor wretch with his sword.
Ethan Allen, 2d dam by Flying Eatop. In
at the Bartons’ at last to be re- when he came home one day and told Reuben parried the blow with his gun.
i
foal to Bayard Wilkes. Has produced six his desk and figured with a pencil on the rived
him
that
he
had
done
so,
but
he
felt
a
foals.
cover of a passbook.
<ceived by Mrs. Barton with the informathrill of pride notwithstanding. The rider was gone, glad perhaps that he
“She must be worth a couple of hun- 1tion that every one had gone down to little
No. 9.—All-Rosa. First prize winner at
But
what
was done could not be un had not carried out his purpose, which
Maine State Fair for standard bred foal of dred thousand anyway,” he said after fsupper except little Miss Smith, who was ~*ut
was only a furious impulse of the mo
done.
1892. Sire, All-So 2.20) (exhibition furlong awhile. “I don’t believe in marrying just
going down with her, but would d0”
j
ment, not the coldblooded and cruel
In 154 sec.). 1st dam. Rosa Morrill (see above).
“
Ef
I
wasn
’
t
too
old
Fd
go
along
with
for money, but Beulah’s a nice girl, too, inaturally enjoy herself more with a gen you,” he said. “I’d like you and me to thing it seems as it is written. But
and
I want he should marry and settle 1Hernan.
Reuben, who had a tender heart, could
No. 10.—Bay colt by All-So. 2.20}; 1st dam,
Little Miss Smith was fifteen. Perhaps fight
f1®11 side by side. I wonder ef they’d not leave his enemy there to be trampled
Nelsonia, by Nelson 2.10; 2d dam by Boyer’s in Mulberry, not off in the city. I guess
take
me?
”
Mambrino Pilot; 3d dam by Tom Hal; 4th Mis’ Barton won’t object. Ef marryin’ sshe enjoyed herself, but poor Reuben did
“No, no, dad,” said Reuben. “Fll be upon, and began to drag him toward the
dam by Grey Eagle. Nelsonia was awarded
nearest clump of trees, half way across
first premium for standard-bred brood mare three times hadn’t seemed too much like dnot. Very near him sat Beulah, so en back soon.”
of any age at Maine State Fair, 1892.
follerin’ Bluebeard’s example I’d have ttirely absorbed in the conversation of a ba<J
the space that lay between. He heard
“
I
shall
pray
for
you,
”
said
old
Spicer,
tried for the widder five years ago. She ttall gentleman with fine features and a u
the “ping” of a bullet, felt a pang in his
Have many others for sale, including large
“
but
I
dunno
as
I
’
m
listened
to.
”
He
hay mare by Nelson, bay yearling by Nelson, ain’t handsome, Mis’ Barton ain’t, but (1;large mustache and very expressive eyes, was thinking of the prayers he had left arm and did the rest of his work with
oolts by Messenger Wilkes 2.23, Bayard Wilkes ehe’a as genteel lookin’ a lady as I tthat she did not even look at him.
to heaven that his boy and he his right.
2 23} (exhibition furlong ip 15 sec.), and brood
He discovered after a while that the offered
0 .
know.” After a while he said:
mares and foals by Maine’s best stallions.
As the two men fell together under
might
never
be parted. And it had all
Write for full descriptions.
“Well, it would be better this way;” ggentleman was Mr. Du Bois, from Texas,
the old pine the sun vanished, twilight
come
to
this.
He
knew
why.
who
was
visiting
relatives
in
Mulberry,
and when, as was their custom, father v
F. B. ELLIOTT,
“Just a pretty little girl, and there’s fell. A retreat had begun. In ten min
and son sat in the little back room taking aand that he had devoted himself to Beuutes the great plain was deserted by all
•25-TrFtM
BOWDOINHAM, MAINE “a bite” of something before thev went hLah all the evening, and it occurred to such
BUC lots of little girls.” he thought;

ELLIOTT’S

Maine Horse Agency.

our tne dead and dying. Even the
wounded who were able to move had
.gotten away somehow. Reuben was not
suffering much. His arm was benumbed;
with his other he managed to place the
Confederate officer in a sitting position,
his back against the tree, and taking a
flask from his pocket put it to his lips.
A faint voice lifted itself.
“Sir, you are very kind, but you may
need that yourself,” he said. “You also
are wounded.”
“Plenty for both,” said Reuben. A
little later, revived by the draught, the
Confederate officer was binding Reuben’s
arm, shattered above the elbow.
“I am conscious, sir,” he said, “that it
was in aiding me you received this
wound. You are a magnanimous enemy.”
As he spoke a peculiar expression, the
promise of a smile that was not fulfilled,
passed over his mouth.
Reuben had seen it before; it awakened
a memory, as a glance, a sound, a per
fume often will. He was once more in
Mrs. Barton’s large dining room. He
saw before him the table with its dishes
of salad, its gold and silver cake, its maccaroon pyramids, its shapes of cream and
jelly. He saw the Mulberry belles in
their evening dresses, the Mulberry beaux
chattering, smiling, looking pleased with
themselves, striving to please the ladies.
Beulah, in her blue dress with tea roses
at her belt, sq absorbed in the conversa.tion of young Du Bois that she had no
eyes for him, and everything else van
ished, as everything does if one fixes
one’s eyes long enough upon some single
star in the clear night sky. “Beulah,
Beulah,” he whispered. Then out of the
mists came the smile that was so pecu
liar.
“Is your name Du Bois?” he asked.
“Yes,” replied the other. “I have met
you at the north; they entertained mf
most hospitably: I met charming people.
1 am glad to”— He paused, his voicu
failed him, but he struggled to complete
the sentence, “to meet you again.” The
knight of courtesy was faithful to the
last.
Reuben sat silent. The moon^ was
slowly rising, a great, silver disk in the
sky. Afar in Reuben’s native home
Beulah saw her rise.
The white light flooded the great,
stubbly field with all its ghastly relics of
the battle, and the handsome face of Du
Bois looked white as Parian marblHe
spoke again, and his voice had altered
strangely. His hands moved stilfly as
he drew a ring from his finger.
“I—I shall not see my wife again,” he
said. “Poor darling, she’ll break her
heart. We love each other. Let-—let
me put this on your finger. Some day
give her this and tell her I thought of
her and the babies last of all. Tell hex
how good you were to me. Galveoton,
Texas, is our home.”
Reuben could not see him for the tears
that dimmed his eyes, but their hands
met in a long, lingering clasp. And still
the moon shone down upon them, riding
her course, and Beulah watched it.
“Tell him I loved him all the while.”
she whispered. And he at the mome r
was saying to himself:
“Jealous fool that I was. He was •
married man, who loved his wife, and
Beulah must have known it. The pooT
fellow was gallant to all women. Well,
I shall never see her agaiw. or po or old
dad either.”

tn that back room the talk <wa9
long and sweet.
One day, as Mrs. Barton sat upori her
porch crocheting together the strip s of
an afghan, Mr. Spicer opened the gate
and came in. He, had never done more
than nod in passing. But now he strode
up to the porch. IZis face was red and
his eyes blazed.
“Where’s your girl?” he asked roughly.
“Sally?” queried Mrs. Barton. “In
the kitchen, I guess. Has she been
doing anything out of the way?”
“I don’t mean Sally, I mean your
daughter,” said old Spicer. He swayed
a little as he stood there, and Mrs. Bar
ton wondered if he could have been
drinking.
“My Reuben is dead, and your girl
murdered him,” cried the old man shrilly. ,
At this moment both saw Beulah stand
ing in the doorway. She was trembling
from head to foot.
j
“What does he mean, mother? What
does he mean?” she cried.
“I guess he is out of his mind, child,”
Baid Mrs. Barton., “He’s got bad newsj
Sit down, Mr. Spicer, and let me get
you a good cold drink. We’ve got to
hpa.r afflictions when they come,”
t
Continued on Page 7
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•equired 1872. Tom Putbhen was owned ina Maine
-----therefrom and the insight required
here was
The minister to Portugal has resigned,
to secure the
best results.
As by Gilbert Fowler of Portland. There
another horse called Tom B. Patchen.
en. Tom
A snowstorm is raging in South Dakota.
a Hackney, Shepherd F. Knapp
?p was
was patcben was by George M Patchen.
2.23%
i,2.23*^
Big Four telegraphers ask for increased
1 evidently facile princeps.” And1 adds dam by Toronto, a Canadian. He was pay.
“Shepherd F. Knapp, if he had livedd today foaled in 1860, aud has the f Rowing
llowing
Severe gales are raging in southern Eunninntr *n lhe 2.30 list: Captain 2.21%, Gladiator
Hadiator rope.
in such form, would be a very czar among
Consolidated April 20th, 1892.
Jr. 2.27%, and Jack Spratt 2.21,
Mr.
!1, Mr.
A new long-distance telephone has been
Haikneys; his dash and step wou d create
create Fowler always claimed that he was also
also the
the invented.
Published Weekly and entered at the Post a furor and electric sensation ’ This
is
rhis
sire of Essex 2.29, a brown gelding got
got bebeoffice at Auburn, Me., as second class
An express train was robbed at Piedjs of a fore t^ie horse left New Jersey, but
the mont> Alahigh praise of the individual qualities
matter.
as inaDDungives Essex’s breeding as unun ^ear
corar.i
Malignant scarlet fever has broken out in
Ybarly Subscription Price for 1892, $1.50 great horse,and such Shepherd F.Knapp
.
known. Tom Patchen also has er!
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doubtedly
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while
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above
!
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very
s
^
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t
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t
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sjre8 of. 2.30 performers, and
and Waltham Mass.
in Advance; $2.00 if not Paid Within
Pom B.
A new Chinese minister has been selected
complimentary it is also very“English
ah’”' and daughters that are producers Tom
Three Months.
ind was ^or t^le United States.
.Knapp Patchen has a record of 2 27%, and
the fact is that the horseShepberd F.Knapp
J. W. THOMPSON, Editor,
none in
Atchison telegraphers won in their
foah by the Churchill Horse. He has rone
was trotting bred horse of Jbe oldi fash
struggle for more pay.
*asn the ?.3O list.
ioned type, such as we used to breed
in
Railroad officials anticipate a rush of
eed in
Tnere is no authentic record of such a
Newspaper Decisions.
Maine years ago, so far as breeding' goes, performance as s quarter in 30 seconds,
jeconds, business at Minneapolis.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly
Octol)»■ was the busiest month on record
vidual, twenty years ago that we are aware of. It
from the office—whether directed to nis name or but a very superior type as an individual,
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is and Dot a Hackney at all. He was got
trot bv
wa8 clq*'np(l taat Shepherd Knapp Jr trot- in the Boston postoffice.
by
responsible for the payment.
.
ted a qu irter in that time in Sept. 1873,
873, at
The fireproof building of the Chicago
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued he the Eaton Horse; dam by the Gen.8 Philo
Ihilo the old Forest City park, Portland, in a Athletic club was burned.
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con
rec race, but we do not know how reliable
tinue to send it until payment is made and collect Clarke Horse of Turne^kaown in the
le reoit
able
Eight negroes were sentenced to be
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken ords as Whalebone, a son of Sherman
lerman I may ke.
hanged at Charleston, Md.
from the office or not.
The courts have decided that refusing to take Morgan, and was bred by George Snell of
It was Mr. Emerson who
“the first
newspapers and periodicals from the office, or re
moving aud leaving them uncalled for, is prima Turner. He was picked out as a young
wealth is health,” and it was a wiser than^the
acie evidence of fraud.
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that
“
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a
tonic to enrich it.
through
and
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to dam by Ethan Allen for a brood mare,
mare.
A certain wise doctor, after years of patient
study, discovered a medicine which purified
en to
foal to Albrino King.
New York parties, and finally taken
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gave tone to the sysiem, and mad« I
trotted
Acjlyte, owned by J. S. Coxey, MassilMassil- menklo}d,
England, Here and in France he trotted
—ti ed,nervuus, braiu-waisting men — el
AUBURN DAILY GAZETTE. several races, the most prominent of which
which I on’ continues to be the [leading sire at tike new.He cal cd it, his“Golden Medical Dis- I
Beven cover^_
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by I
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I
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Mr. A. T. Maxim, the well known the mile. He is also registered in Vol.
ey their charm. At a time when the Eng
th nuking, and costs nothing. Money
ndard M-arfcka Wilkes, by Greenl?af, andd Guy
GuyJ wor
American
Trotting
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a
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refunded if it don’t do you good.
lish, French and Italian women com
writer on horse topics, died at his home in
an, de____________ '
Trotting Horse, and his number is 282
282, 1 Blue Sign. Like John L- Sullivan,
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South Paris at 9 o’clock Tuesday morning,
ligher P^ea C3mes
best in time if battles
les are
THE CATTLE MARKETS,
ated and placed not on equality, but on
after a short illness of a few weoks. Mr. which to our way of thinking is higher
-----Qglisjj (continued. Martha and Guy were beaten
gGuy’s Doings at Brighton and Watertown for I a superior plane to men. He who beat a
Maxim occupied a unique place in journal praise than the 8‘atemeni of the English
‘Kney *
inferiors, owing to condition.JJGuy
’s
>r woman was punished twice as severely
writer who sees in him simply a Hackney
ttie Week landing Nov. 3.
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W
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otorial order, abounding in glowing de
’ wronged a woman was executed, unless
stock on the market:
was in no way herself as the time off both live
:
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Jr.
2.27%.
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Sheep
scriptions, he shone best as a writer of
1races prove.
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♦
♦
♦
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ui ***£> his wife; when she declined, not
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
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Legal Verbiage in an Old Document

An old deed recorded in Pettis county,
Mo., over fifty years ago, contains a good
| illustration of the legal verbiage con>“Well, I’m gosh darned, M’randy!”
B
“Do you jest come along, Jesse, an youa 1 mon in such instruments in early timea.
bbeen a-married nigh on ter forty years.” i In addition to forty acres of land, sold
The twain were from the interior man- for a consideration of fifty dollars, the
HORSFORD’S Acid Phosphate. ' iiifestly. He was of conventional ruralI document conveys “all and singulax—
_____
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dress, baggy pantaloons and coat sleevess appurtenances, appendages, advowsons,
too short, and a hat that half concealedj benefits, commons, curtilages, cowAn agreeable and benefi-~ his
p features. He wore huge glasses, andj houses, corncribs, dairies, dovecots,
emoluments, freeholds, feae was peering through them with all hisg ensements,
'
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0 tures, furniture, fixtures, gardens, homev
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main
at
a
revolving
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nerves and brain. A remedy ®
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of the highest value in Men-" wore a plain, black frock, short in thea kilns, meadows, marshes, mines, minerals, orchards, parks, pleasure grounds,
tai and Nervous Exhaustion,U elskirt and high in the neck, and a very" (pigeon
houses, pigsties, quarries, re
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bonnet
of
antique
architecture.
;
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Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
mainders,
reversions, rents, rights, ways,.
While
he
stared
she
tugged
at
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sleeves.
;
Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
*
water
courses,
windmills, together with
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
“
Well,
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m
goshed
darned!
”
he
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in stamps. Rumford Chemical Works,
other necessary right, immunity,
Providence, R. I.
ppeated, giving no heed to the entreatiesg every
<
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
privilege and advantage of whatsoever
of his wife.
o:
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
nature or description.”—Chicago
“Jesse, Jesse, do come away,” sheI name,
1
_______
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
urged. “Why, everybody’s a-sighting Herald.
‘
<
of
ye.
”
Her
Mood Changed.
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
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.
“
Well,
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gosh
darned!
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A
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passing through a crowd
and
the
many
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will
be
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feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
ted for the third time. “If that thar gal1 |in a great dry goods store found himself
esting. Here it .is just as Mr. Murch related
cur , Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
ng don
( ’t top anything fer looks I ever see.. iside by side with a timid looking little
it to the Gazette reporter the other evening
Us Wonder what wages they give her furr ]man, and exactly behind a lady. A
ter ling troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
while seated in hig cosy parlor at his Batts
j
of the crowd forced the
street residence:
fspinnin around all the time. Not much,, movement
Cfl joria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
irg I reckon. Most any purty gal ’ud be? young man to step upon the hem of the
“I stayed in Minnesota over three years
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas«
eg_ glad er a show er p’inted at ’n praisedI lady
j
’s skirt. She turned quickly around,
Iuntil the fall of ’57, when I started for GalvesLed by
every feller ’at comes along, er: iwith a furious look, and was evidently
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.
tonjTexas,a friend along with me.We reached
j
rer thousand
er more a day, I’m thinkin.”
jabout to address some fierce remark to
Memphis when the reports of yellow fever
2
“Jesse, Jesse,” pleaded the wife, pull-■ 1him, when a change came over her face
made
us
halt.
We
started
then
and
went
to
.
Castoria.
Castoria.
NOW TOM MURCH THE BATES iSt.
to ing at his elbow more vigorously, “theml «suddenly: “Oh, I beg your pardon, sir/*
J Louis, took a steamer and went up to 1
gshe said; “I was going to get very angry.,
* Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
Leavenworth City, Kansas. From there we youngsters is laughin at ye.”
“She’s dooced purty* ’n she knows it,”’ 1You see, I thought it was my husbandf*
dren. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
YARD
MASTER.
;
set
our
faces
towards
Lawrence,
Kan.,
thinkj
good effect upon their children."
known to me."
-----------3ing of buying a farm, but just beforej”we got' he
. added as he regarded her more crit-• -—San Francisco Argonaut.
H. A. Archkr, M. D.,
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
ically. “Yaas, she knows it. W’at
there
the
Missourians
made
a
raid
on
the
town
Ill Sc. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. T
Lowell, Mass.
gal d^on’t know that? I shud think
About the Fruit Season.
A Little of a Maine Boy’s Won- and
( burned it to ashes, so we turned back. purty
** Our physicians in the children’s depart
her feller ’ouldn’t like it, though. But,, Teacher—How long did Adam and
* Castoria Is the best remedy for children of
“
I
then
made
my
way
back
to
Leavenworth
j
ment have spoken highly of their expert
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
M’randy, she hain’t a-mindin him,, ]Eve remain in the Garden of Eden?
derful Adventures,
‘ hired out with the government, as assist*. law,
and
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
far distant whe© mothers will consider the real
w’at wi’ all the oglin ’n winkin she gets.
Boy—I don’t know>
RIPant
wagon
master
and
commenced
that
busij
interest cfv£l,£.’<f>ildren, and use Castoria in and although we only haxfe among our
82“ Most
er yo/.iig wimmin has big enough
Teacher—They remained in the Gar
medical
supplies
what
is
known
as
regular
ness
by
starting
for
Fort
Smith
with
300
head
p
stead of j
>3 quack nostrums which are
s
ad heart fer more ner one till she gits set- cden of Eden until—until---products,
yat
we
are
free
to
confess
that
the
destroy! ( £uL-.ll>ved ones, by forcing opium,
FROM BOYHOOD'S EARLY DAYS TO RIP- of
a mules. Captain Cabil, afterwards ^a rebbl tied down. Law, Suz, blamed if she1
Boy (gleefully)—Oh, yes, until the apmerits of Castoria has won us to look witi
XMjrjk * ktsyrup and other hurtful
general, commanded the military^part of the
he don’t smile sweeter nur a peach on that; jpies were ripe.—Texas Siftings.
favor
upon
it."
agMts (JlrJO flfiir throats, thereby sending
ENED MANHOOD.
expedition.
From
Fort
Smith
I
was
detailed
c
ed tlier’ redlu ded chap yander. I guess
United Hospital and Dispensary,
them to pkLJmtture graves."
An old Indian fighter
lives iu Lewitton.
Not Ashamed of Her Age.
Boston, AIas»
ar" the shop folks gin her that frock, fur its
________
£with 150 to Fort Arabuckle in the Indian TerDa. J. F. Kincheloe,
Can you guess ?
ntory, aud returning was sent to Fort] Wash- beyond he r pile.
Mrs. Lavina Fillmore, a resident of
Allen C. Smith, Pre«.,
Conway, Ark.
Of course you can’t,for no one would dream
earn ington with the Bremaining 150, accompanied
ed
“It’s pov. Tul funny w’at store young Clarence, N. Y., widow of Rev. Glezen
The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York City.
that one of Lewiston’s prominent citizensi had by a detachment of cavalry.
wimmen does set on finery. Think o’ Fillmore and a cousin of Millard Fill
war-
“Then I went back to Fort Smith and Capever indulged in real “Injun hair liftin’ " war
was 105 years old on Aug. 15.
LP“ her standin ther all day jes’ fer fine more,
3
fare.
tain Sackett, the commander, wanted me to
to gshop clo’s ’ii ter be shined at ’n admired. Mrs. Fillmore was living when George
Yet such is the case. If Thomas W. remain as wagon master for tne post. [I didna’’tt IIt do beat all. I bet she kain’t cook a Washington was inaugrfrated president
c
Murcli of 306 Bates street lives until the like the country around there though. It chicken
pie to save her gizzard. Yaas, of
( the United States. She was bom int
>e 60 swarmed with border ruffians, and a man had
i^tienth day of next February he will be
ad gshe’s purty enough ter be looked at, but Waterbury, Conn., in 1787, and moved
being passed with the Tloffmans
to New York when very young. She
ence to burn powder to protect his life. Fifteen o0 when
y
ns years old, and for every year of his existence
it comes ter gittin a wife”---SCOTT’S HEROINE. ‘ days
’and other
old families in New York.
living with her husband in Buffalo
’k. that has fled it is safe to say that more than us Eastern fellows bought as many ponies and
nd
“Jesse,” interrupted his spouse firmly, was
5
---------------------------------During
I
Miss Hoffman’s first illness Rete- one heathenish redskin has bit the dustit in went to Leavenworth again. I stopped there
ire aas she gave him a jerk that caused his JWhen that city was burned by the British
p becca
was her constant companion, shar
rifle, awhile and thought of going to Pike’s Peak,
FACTS ABOUT THE ORIGINAL OF
?’
ir- death’s agony, the result of his unerring rifle,
■k, teeth to rattle, “if you do not come right *in 1812. Mrs. Fillmore has resided on
ing
g
ck
it was along in the sixties, one winter, that Col., now Denver. Got a chance to drive‘ a straight
erlong I’ll have you tuk up fer her
* farm at Clarence since her husband’ll
THE NOVELIST’S REBECCA.
!’ with the family the cares of the sick
death in 1875.
bed
b and holding Matilda when she died
ed Mr. March fought his greatest fight.
government team at $40 a month and rations
ns a lunytic, that I will.”
in
ii her arms.
She has never ridden on a railroad
He had been driving mules three yearss in to within 200 miles of the diggings, but we
ve
“All right, M’randy, all right,” said
She Was a Resident of Philadelphia and
d
Scott and Irving met for the first time
de Nevada and throwing up his job took a herd met so many disgusted stragglers we concludd- the old man meekly and with a sigh, as train, has never seen the telegraph or
Was the Dearest Friend of Washington
h 1817, the American visiting Sir Walter
in operation, and has evince^
n in
hhe dragged himself along after her. “It telephone
er of mules belonging to the man for whomi he ed not to go.
4
ir with a letter of introduction from the
Irving’s Only Love—How Sir Walter
“This was in the fall of the year and I hung
he had been working, along with some oxenn of
ig s<sorter tuck me back ter old times when no
1 curiosity in regard to these fruits of
poet Campbell. He was most cordially
Scott Heard of Her.
P<
iy hi8 own and went down on Trickev riverr to up around Fort Laramie that winter. Then11I I were a youngster around among the 6science, preferring to live her last days
the peaceful surroundings of her
re
received
at Abbotsford, and there Irving winter them,?camping on the very spot where
here hired out as government wagon master to ppurtiest on ’em,” and he licked his chops amid
8
' Of all the women Sir Walter Scott p;
passed several of the most delightful Freemoat had camped when he went to CaliDali- take a train to Fort Randall on the Missouri
in iiin apparent enjoyment of ancient days. quiet home. She is not ignorant, how*has drawn Rebecca and Rowena are thee days
d; of his life listening to the many
of the improvements made in the
ir“You’re what you alius was, Jesse— ever,
€
river, accompanied by two companies of ar*y tomia.
best known and best beloved. The ten-t- tales,
ta
told as no one but Scott could tell
irt aan old fool—’ntlier’ll be no stoppin afore world, for she had been a constant
;tion tillery, acting as infantry. Returning to Fort
The Piute Indians inhabited that section
der strength of the one, the tenderr tl
of the newspapers. Her Bible
them, and rambling about the beautiful and a roving band,under the famous chief
in winders
in this here wicked city,” and reader
J
;hief Laramie I went through with another train
V
fiweetness of the other, the romantic storyy hi
been read and reread until she
hills. During one of the frequent con>rt sishe quickened her steps as she spoke and has
1
nur- to Camp Floyd, Utah Territory, where Albert
n_ Winamicus, had just returned from a murthrough which they move and the per-- versations
v<
knows it all by heart. So well
between the two authors Irvhim to keep pace with her.—Chi- nearly
r
f<
v" derous trip along the immigrant trails in Ore- Sidney Johnson, afterwards killed at forced
Section of the contrast between them—- in
preserved
comparatively is she that her
ing spoke of his own and Miss Hoff- gon. One by one the oxen began to disapbe C;cago Mail.
sap- Pittsburg Landing, was in command. On the
all contribute to fix them firmly in thee man
m ’s friend—Rebecca Gratz, of Philaneighbors think she will live for many
tr.
r
trip I was escorted by three companies of ara
”
pear.
This
made
the
lonely
ranchman
inIcebergs in Glittering Array.
yyears.—Chicago Post.
(hearts of all readers. It has been said1 delphia.
df
He glowingly described her
Fort tillery in command of Captain Clark,
er dignant and at once he set out tor Fort
There are few more interesting things
that Rebecca is the great novelist’s finestt be
beauty and related the story of her firm
icer,
“Tl e e were a lot of men in thatpart of the a<
ni Churchill io notify the commanding officer,
among tlie perils and wonders of the
Stamping Up for the Sex.
character. If this is so it is of all thes adherence
ac
to her religious faitl| under
country then who afterwards became famous,
J Major McDermott, of the depredations.
IS» o<
ocean than icebergs. They are interestThe inability of the average woman to
more interest to us, for her prototype the
th most trying circumstances, but parThe Lewiston man went back to his ranch
nch Among the number I remember well the face |ing
r not only for their gigantic size, their tunderstand was again demonstrated in »
was a Philadelphian. The original off ticularly
tic
did he tell of her zealous phi- with the assurance that assistance would1 be of Colonel Robert K. Lee, who had charge 36
of ffantastic
{
shapes, their exceeding beauty JFulton street shoe store one day last
Rebecca, the daughter of Isaac of York,. lauthropy
la
and loveliness of character,
The next day Captain Wells was dis- Fort Leavenworth. He was a fine looking
M a]
and their ability to cool great masses of vweek. A rather nice appearing woman
was Rebecca Gratz, born in this city ini
Sir Walter was very deeply impressed sent.
patched,(with a troop of 40 cavalry, to Trickey
>key fellow and you could always tell him by the
ie water and air in their neighborhood, but ccame in, and after seating herself on one
the last century and still living after the3 ar
and interested and conceived the idea of river.
a
] for the manner in which they array
Let Mr. Murch tel] the story of the
tlie Scotch cap he wore.
also
two great novelists who succeeded1 embodying
en
a character like hers in one
ie fight
R ..:
“I went to work for the government then
5n themselves.
A Clever Boston Woman.
Scott had been gathered to Walhalla.
of his novels. He was then revolving inj
“Captain Wells came to my camp and at Rush valley, and had charge of the governQIcebergs often show a tendency to
I stood the other day by her forgotteni hii
The governor has appointed Mis«
his mind the story of “Ivanhoe.” And
ment beef herd a year, and afterwards took f(
form both clusters and long lines, and FKatharine E. Conway, of the Boston
(grave in the little old grass growni on the strength of Irving’s vivid descrip- wanted to know where the Indians were.
“I told him they were encamped near Pyra
yra- the herd up to Port Neuf where two coma- tl
these groupings may arise from the ef- pPilot, to the prison commission, to suc
(Jewish cemetery on Spruce street, just tic
tion, he determined to introduce a Jewpanies of the second cavalry were protecting
mid lake.
ig fe
fects both of ocean currents and storms. c<ceed Miss Emma F. Cary, who resign®
couth of the Quaker meeting house,, ish
isl female character.
;ons the immigrant trails.
“He left twelve men to guard the wagons
Some very singular lines of bergs, ex- o:
(between Eighth and Ninth streets, and Il
I
on account of ill health. Miss Conway
Scott
composed this story during morted jI “ It was there young man,’’ said Mr.Murch,
li, te
tending for many hundreds of miles jisg somewhat over thirty years old, and
iread the simple inscription
the tomb) ments
mi
of intense physical pain, yet at and ranch, and, with the rest, we started
lich/andhis face became suddenly stern, “that I er
Le early the next morning for the lake which
east of Newfoundland, are shown on an began in newspaper work when she was
‘—“Rebecca Gratz. Born March 4,1781. tii
times he became so interested in the
saw scenes which make it pardonable for me
ie ic
iceberg chart issued by the hydrographic fififteen. In 1883 the late John Boyle
[Died Aug. 27, 1869.”
ch
character of Rebecca, for he evenn was just about six miles from my camp.
jn a at least to condemn the Indians.
The
“Just before we got> there we came upon
ie 01
office in Washington. Two of these cO’Reilly engaged her services on The
Miss Gratfc was a conspicuous member• adopted
ad
her name, that he rose from his
•n Ci
cross one another, each keeping on its p
mp- bleached bones of hundreds of our Eastern
Pilot, and he always valued them high
Of an honorable Jewish family. She1 couch
co
and walked up and down theQ high ridge and there sighted their encampa, in
independent course after the crossing, ly, on one occasion averring that she
men, of their faithful wifes and dear children,
^possessed in early years—indeed even room
ro< while he dictated the story to his ment.
iy II
In several instances parallel lines of hhad “the heart of a woman and the
“Captain Wells detailed me] to guide a ser- along these accursed trails would arouse any
to the day of her death—a singular an
amanuensis.
,d bi
bergs leave long spaces of clear water bbrain of a man.” As a matter of fact
hile man’s ire if he had aDy love for homej and
beauty of face and form. Her eyes
J
He
finished the book in December,r geant and seven men down below them while
between them.
trol brother men.
b(
we should say Miss Conway’s brains are
were of exquisite shape, large, black 1819,
18: and immediately sent the first copyy a rancher, named Wilson, was sent to patrol
The Prince of Monaco, who has taken aj
“You ask me did I see any of this humann
as womanly as her heart; they are cer
and lustrous; her figure was graceful to Irving. In the letter accompanyingg the same above.
-0 aa lively interest in experiments with ts
tainly very good brains in the lines in
and her carriage was marked by quiet it, he asked: “How do you like yourr “Wells said he would take,the rest of the butchery. Please excuse me, I don’t care to
mp talk of it. Even now it makes my blood runn floating bottles in the ocean, urges in an w
which she has heretofore employed
dignity. Besides these attractions she Re
Rebecca? Does the Rebecca I have pic command and ride directly into their camp
address to the British association, the tl
hey cold.
”
them—in editorial writing and verses.
'
Shad elegant and winning manners.
tui
tured compare well with the patternn and tell them he would use them well if they
She is a great favorite with her fellow
behaved. Wells had less than twenty men
nen
“Did you stay much longer in the govern- desirability of more systematic study of
Gentle, benevolent and accomplished, given?
gn ”
ocean tides and currents. A record of workers, both men and women. Whafc
and ment
employ ?’’
oc
’
Rebecca soon became the center of a
r.
The
resemblance of the character too left, but they were armed to thejepth and
»r the groupings and alignments of ice- m
may be her qualifications for work on
“No, I quit government work shortly after
brilliant circle of men and women— that
thj of Miss Gratz, it is said by thosee knew no fear.
bergs in the North Atlantic might be of tl
the prison commission we do not know,
ain this
and went through to California.
“Down towards the camp rode the captain
i
(Christians and Jews. Her parents died wt
who knew her, was closely marked.[.
probably she has not had much experi
“Did not stay there but went up to Wash- some use in such an investigation.— pj
when she was very young, but the Gratz Although
Al
the source of the characterr at the head of his command.
ei among the criminal classes, but in
ence
ser- ington
territory, through to Portland,Oregon,x Youth’s Companion.
i
mansion, presided over by Rebecca, con- was
wa known to the Jewess, her modestyy “1 was scarcely out of sight with the sercapacity she should be well fitted.—
tinued to be known far and wide for its made
ma her shrink from the publicity off geant and our seven men when the sharp re- fand then 500 miles up the Columbia river,r,
.... A
C£
Springfield Republican.
it
Traveling Stones in Nevada.
S]
nd. where
I stayed one winter. Then I went
hospitality. One of the most intimate it, and when pressed upon the subjectt port of firearms brought the truth to my mind.
’
to San Francisco and from there over
>r The curious “traveling stones” of
friends of her brother was Washington she
she would deftly evade the matter byy The Indians, numbering thirty-two, sized up down
<
Matching fhe Prayer Book,
Australia are paralleled in Nevada.
Irving, who was then in the early fresh- (changing
|chj
the topic.
md to
Captain Wells’ advancing blue coats and
1 Nevada, where I engaged in mule teaming,rf Ai
If a man has any doubts as to the friv,r Tl
They are described as being perfectly
Hess of his literary career, and in this
When a young girl, it is said, Rebeccaa thought they could outnumberfthem.
ias I mentioned before when telling you of our
round, about as large as a walnut and olty
01 of fashion among a certain class of
way a cordial friendship and admiration |Gr
(Gratz won the regard of a gentleman off Wheeling our horses we rode towards the banner
Indian fight.
TO
I
women in this country all he has to da
were established between the author and |good
£o< position and wealth, but as he wasS fray at a mad gallop. Just as we neared the “After the Indian fight on the Trickey river)r of an ivory nature. When distributed w
on the floor, table, or any smooth to dissipate that doubt is to go into som®
Miss Gratz, which lasted as long as life, a CChristian the difference in their reli- fight our seven men,who had been detailed on I1 went into company with Harvey Hewins of about
a^
jf 8U
surface within two or three feet of each of
°* the shops where he has a woman ac
Matilda Hoffman, who was the abject gious
gio faith proved a hopeless barrier too the upper side of the encampment, put in 1Manchester, Me., and Archie Sweetland of
quaintance
who will tell him the truth
I1
of Irving’s only love, was also Rebecca’s their
the
union. She consequently neverr their appearance at breakneck speed.
iSouth ThomastoD, on a wood ranch supplyingg other they immediately commence trav- ’about
her
sex.
Such a man was found,
,
e
eling
toward
each
other
and
meet
at
a
dearest friend, manx of her vountrer married.
ma
Instead she devoted her life® “The Indians saw two columns and broke
)ke wood
for crushing in a gold mine. We were
i
and
this
is
what
he had to say:
common
center,
and
there
lie
huddled
in
ai
______________________________ _ to charitable deeds. She founded the9 precipitately towards a group of rugged hillsIs a in
i business two years and made some money.
“She”—by she he meant the dress
orphans’ asylum of this city, and ass few miles distant in the opposite direction
ion Then
we sold our mules and the three of usls aa bunch like eggs in a nest. A single maker who told him—“said that th®
1
early as 1811 her name appeared as an1 from which we came.
ccame home by way of thefIsthmus of Pana- stone removed to a distance of four feet. ni
latest thing was to have the gown, ho
____
offb
officer of the female association. In 1838 “All of us, believing then, a3 I do today,that
hat ma,
r reaching the old Pine Tree state safe^andd upon being released returns to the heap, siery, corsets, gloves, parasol, etc., match
but
if
taken
away
as
much
as
five
feet
811
a mission school for Hebrew children1 a. dead Indian is the best Indian, we closed in sound
an absence of fourteen years.’’
Long
and Terrible Illness was started by this noble woman. At ,under a deadly cross fire and mowed the a Whenafter
motionless. It is needless to the binding on the prayer book. Factt
Mr. Murch retuned he engaged inn remains
re
say
that
they are largely composed of She told me the names of a swell set on
this
this school prayers of her own composi-“ (devils down.
the
livery
business
up
where
Nealey
&
MilBa
'
t
CoTnplittly Cured by Hood's
tioi
magnetic
iron ore.—Grass Valley Union. the South Side (wasn’t it the West Side?)
tion were used daily. Miss Gratz lived1 About half an hour later, upon a bluff, a ler
'
1 ’s store is now, and shortjy married Miss9
w
who brought their prayer books to th®
Sarsap arHIa.
to the advanced age of eighty-eight,’ sergeant detected two of the band. He raised
*ed W.
F. Sprague, daughter of Washingtonn
A
shop and wanted their outfits made of
si
Mrs. Mary E O’Fallon, a very Intelligent lady whi
when she died universally regretted.
After a few years’ successfulII
his rifle and although it was over 400 yards he Sprague.
S
material that would match the binding
m
Of Piqua, Ohio, formerly a professional nurse,
T
The ancient graveyard where her mor
His Personal Experience.
rell business career Mr. Murch sold opt andd
of the books.”
was poisoned while assisting physicians at tal remains repose has been closed for ]plugged one of the two, but as the brave fell
ive entered
the employ of the Bates mill comj
back a bullet from his rifle pierced the brave
e
This is not hard to believe when on®
an autopsy 5 years ago, and soon terrible i^^
. lion. James W. Husted, while serving his
burial purposes almost ever since herr
six term as Speaker of the Assembly of the H
’s heart.
Epany, as yard master. That was 21 years agoo sixth
remembers that there have been women
ulcers broke out on her head, arms, tongue death, although previous to that time sergeant
!
w
nd and
and throat. Her hair all came out. Her arms
“The other Indian on the bluff escaped and
a today Lewiston’s big cotton company hass S’aj ’e of New York, writes:
who called for books of a binding to
ssembly Cii^ mber, ) match some particular article in their
swelled to near twice their natural size. Her it was extensively used.—Philadelphia we didn’t hunt for him as we thought 31,outt of no
r more trusted and respected employee than “State of New YorkA, A
Times.
, Jan. 16, 1890. j .
tongue was nearly split in two by an ulcer x 12
jI desire once more tolbany
32 was good work.”
1Thomas Murch.
bear my testimony to home.—Chicago Tribune.
AA Figure in a Shop Window Made thee
Old Man Think of Other Days.

;

Nervousness.

A Lewiston Man’s
Experience

AMONGTHE INDIANS OF
THE FAR WEST.
IO.

Tom Murch, Wagon Mas-;
ter of the Plains,
lES
nn.

j

Blood

Poisoning

the roof of her mouth was nearly destroyed
She was indeed^in a

Most Pitiable Condition
For three years she was constantly under the
treatment of several eminent physicians. She
says: “At one time I felt death was close at
hand. Heaven only knows what I suffered.
I became greately emaciated, weighing at
one time but 78 pounds. At last I began to
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla and at once improved; could soon get out of bed and walk.
I became perfectly cured by

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Th© Love of Fine Xinen.

In the German household the love ofp
iilinen
ne is a passion. During the French(
wai
wars under Napoleon, when from everyr
tow
town and hamlet the terror strickent
pgo
‘
people
fled before the approaching.
arir
armies,
before
all else they sought to>
gsave
ay( their many chests of homespunL
..
and when peace returned what;
,linen,
ln®
had
a~ escaped the Argus eyed enemy was;
tenfold more precious because of thes
hori
horrors witnessed and the dreadful pangs;
endendured. And even today the German
WOi
woman prizes far above rubies her pilesi
of s;snowy linen, the labor of many happy
hou: —Garden and Forest.
hours.

a-nd am now a well woman. I weigh 128 lbs.,
. U and do the work for a] large family,
My case seems a wonderful recovery and
physicians look at me in astonishment, as
almost like one raised from the dead.”
Not Unlikely.
HOOD’S
LU should be in every famMr. Jimson—What? Is Bilson going.
Uy medicine chest. Once used, always pre to get
p
ferred.
, ® married? Ho told me positively

Send 10 cents for a subscription to a lively
matrimonial journal for old and youug. Address Orange Blossoms, 1 armouthport, Mass
k,
je9-x-ly

he would never marry again.
M
Mrs. Jimson (calmly)—I presume you
nasked
-u. him on the way to the funeraL—
"y
New York Weekly.
Nev

“Thirty-one! What, you don’t mean to
ted
say
! thirty-one Indians were killed ?” gasped
the
1 reporter.
“Yes, I mean just what I say,’’ calmly replied
Mr. Murch. “We killed31 out of the 32
I
ed
Indians.
Two ofjotir men only were killed
J
(outright, but three were fatally wounded.”
reThe story of Mr. Murch’s life is a most re[e.
markable
one.
He
was
born
’
at
Foxcroft,
Me.
1
)e*in the year 1833, his father, John Murch, beke
ng one of the town’s pioneer farmers. FLike
ch
most
of the boys of that period young Murch
1
sstayed at home on the farm until of age.
nd
The Western fever was raging |then, and
jy,
1Tom Murch, his cousin, and a neighbor’s boy,
.
cdecided to shake all home ties and seek their
3ir
rtunes in the then uncivilized West.
nd
After a tedious journey (for it was hard and
•
9slow travelling in those times) the trio
r ached Minnesota,
he
Mr. Murch spent fourteen years in the
estern country, duripg which he travelled
uch, experiencing many hardships, and aa
ay
bbrief memorandum of incidents along the way

Mr. Murch has two children, Albert S., a
bright
young man, now clerk at the Hill mill,
b
’
aand Miss Winnie,a beautiful and accomplished3
young
lady, just budding into womanhood.y
You would not think, to see the tall, robustt
and
a dignified yard master at work, that heB
had
h ever been a real Indian fighter, or littlee
would
you suspect, as good natured, modestt
v
Thomas
Murch,in the midst of pleasant homeB
*1
surroundings,
meditatively strokes his nowv
s
whitened
beard, that 14 years of his life had1
v
been
crossed with adventute.
b

Poor But Honest.
------------Charlie Sullivan is a poor but honest Irish1
lad, who, while walking down Washington1
sistreet, found a wallet coutainidg checks and1
money
to the value of several hundred dollars..
n
Although almost destitute, he returned it toi
its owners, Messrs. A. P. Ordway & Co., pro-p
prietors
of Sulphur Bitters, who gave him ai
liberal
reward, and also gave him six bottles!
H
of
° Sulpur Bi'ters for his mother,who has beeni
a terrible sufferer with rheumatism, and who>
nreturned many blessings after being cured byr
tl
their
use.— Weekly Worlds

the value of Allcock’s Porous Plastens. I
the
have used them for twenty-five years past,and
can conscientiously commend them as the
best external remedy that I have known.
Ye
Years ago, when thrown from a carriage and
seriously
injured, I gave them a thorough
ser
trial. In a very short time the pain that I
was suffering di appeared, and within a week
yI was entirely relieved. On another occasion,
wh
when suffering from a severe cough, which
threatened pulmonary difficulties, which I
recommended to go to Florida to relieve,
jIwas
determined to test the plasters acain. I ap,
plii
plied them to my chest and in between the
shoulder blades, and in less than a fortnight
she
wa entirely cured. On still another occasion
was
wh suffeirng from an attack of rheumatism
when
in ithe shoulder to such an extent that I could
sea
scarcely raise my arm. I again resorted to tne
pla
piasters,
and within a few days the rheumatian entirely disappeared. I have them coniam
sta
btantly by me, whether at home or abroad.
My family as well as myself have found them
to be a sovereign remedy,both for extern il or
to
int
internal
troubles. I never had but one kidney
difl
difficulty in my life, and an application of the
pla
plasters
cured me in a week. I desire, as I
sai< before, to bear my testimony in a public
said
wa;
way to their efficacy, and I know of no better
wa'
way of doing it than by giving you mv person
sonal experience.

Pictorial Needlework.

An ambitious piece of needlework de
signed
for the World’s fair is a copy of a
81
p(
portion of William Blake’s engraving,
““ When the Morning Stars Sang Together
and All the Sons of God Shouted for Joy.*
How’s

This!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
an
Hall
H
‘ ’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,Toledo, O.
We the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
Ch
perfectly honorable in* all business transac
tions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by their firm.
ob
West & Traux, Wholesale Druggists,Toledo,
O., Walding, Rinnan & Mafvin, Wholsale
O.
Droughts, Toledo, O,
B*
JHali,s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act
ing directly upon the blood and mucous surs.
ffaces
a< of the system. Price 75c. per bottle
Sold by all druggists. Testimonials free.

014-1 m-x

; la New York there were not enough
Tbeds to accommodate the Columbian vis
itors. Chicago ran short on pie.

Ayer’s Pills

• We do not know what a day will
“bring forth, much less a century, but
When the 500th anniversary of the dis
covery of America rolls around in 19925
A COMPARTMENT INCUBATOR.
it is safe to predict it will find New
They Claim Everything; for It and Claim
York still saying spiteful things about
It Exultingly.
^Chicago for getting the World’s fair
Somebody having said there was no
*way from her in 1892.
successful compartment incubator, in
i* Since the- war
- - -there
- - - -has
- - -not been so which a few or a great many eggs could
’ be hatched according to the supply the
much of confusion and changing of votes» poultryman had, a correspondent of The
in the political parties as there is in this} Poultry World writes to declare solemncampaign. Republicans are coming out; ly that in his judgment this is a misfor Democratic candidates; Democrats} take. He says liis own particular comannounce that they will vote the Repub. partment incubator is a howling success
lican ticket. Many lifelong members ofs and he is prepared to prove it. He sends
the two leading parties are pondering
*nd asking themselves that historic ques
tion, “ Where am 1 at?”

One of the most appropriate Columbus
celebrations in all the country was that
at Pittsburg, where a beautiful grove of
trees was planted and named “Colum
bus grove.” School children ought to°
plant such parks in every neighborhood1
before the autumn is over. They will1
•tand in honor of the great discovererr
“When perhaps even this mighty republicB
Shall have gone down.

The number of acres which will be openj
to settlement under the recent agree
,
ment with the Comanche, Kiowa and
Apache Indians is nearly 3,000,000. It6
is situated in the southwestern cornerr
of Indian Territory. For this land the9
government paid the Indians $2,000,000..
The members of the three tribes named1
will take lands in severalty, and the3
Dew tract is what is left after they have3
chosen their farms. It will soon be9
opened to settlement; then there will b»
another boomers’ rush. The Indian Ter
Titory is being gradually carved up andI
parceled out.
Public Decorations.

COMPARTMENT INCUBATOR.

an illustration of the machine to The
Poultry World* from which we copy it.
The compartments are of different sizes,
so that the hatcher can always heat up
one or more of them and put the eggs
he has on hand to incubating without
waiting for more to put with them, thus
insuring life and freshness. The manufacturer writes of his machine:
“The engraving shows a four compartment hatcher, the machines being
made with from two to ten compartments, each compartment holding 8C
eggs or 140 eggs, as desired. Each compartment is a separate and distinct incubator, having its own heater, moisture
and ventilation arrangements and its
own regulator, and each compartment
maybe run as a separate incubator, thus
taking the place of several incubators
of the same size (capacity) of each compartment, but taking up less space and
being much more convenient in many
ways, to say nothing of economy in cost.
“The illustration shows the first compartment with outer door open, showing
eggs and regulator on a level With the
eggs; the door of second compartment is
closed; the third compartment is shown
with both outer door and glass door
open, showing the wire guard or fence,
which is adjustable, and is placed on
each tray when the chicks begin to pip,
and prevents them, when hatched, from
getting out of the tray; the fourth com
partment is closed. Breeders of several
varieties may hatch a different variety
in each compartment, or chickens,
ducks, geese, turkeys, guineas, ostriches, quails, terrapins, turtles or
snakes may be hatched in separate com
partments.”
It is the practice of this writer to fill
the separate compartments at intervals
of three or four days. At the proper
time he tests the eggs in the first one
and weeds out the unfertile ones. After
the eggs in the second compartment
have been tested enough good ones are
taken from it to fill the empty space in
the first compartment. In like manner
the second one is replenished in due
time from the third, and so on, till by
the time the fifth is full the sixth will
be empty and ready to fill with fresh
eggs again. In this way he thinks he
gains a fifth more room by the use o?
the compartment incubator.

: Mere display of' bunting is not decoration. The Columbus celebrations3
developed the fact, however, that this is3
the American idea of it. A hundred yards3
of muslin stamped in red, white and blue3
and stretched across the front of a build
ing is showy. It is likewise patriotic,»
and therefore we respect the motive off
the one who puts it there, but it is nott
decorative.
| In the older countries public adornments on festal occasions are the objectt
of serious care and attention. The bestt
artists are secured to plan the windowr
displays, the triumphal arches and the
marches. The result is an artistic dis
play which lingers in memory like ai
dream of beauty. We want some off
these dreams of beauty for America..
Nothing is too good for us.
] Enormous size, lavish abundance, is9
the American idea of the right thing ont
all occasions. Even if we wish to praise3
enthusiastically a play, a ball, a church1
ceremonial, we involuntarily say it was5
« “big thing. ” That is the highest praise5
we can bestow, but mere size and abun•
dance is not artistic of itself. Americani
cities during the Columbus celebrations3
looked like a kaleidoscope spectacle int
color without the beautiful kaleidoscope
Horse Notes.
figures. The most artistically decorated1
There should bo light enough in th<j
buildings were perhaps the great dryr horse stables so that the animal will nor
goods stores. The artists who arrange* be blinded when brought out into th?
the shop windows had been employed1 full glare of the sun.
A horse has no gizzard, and if the
here with fine effect.
teeth are poor or sore, so that he can
not chew his grain, he cannot digest it,
Two Presidents’ Wives.
; The lamented death of Mrs; Harrisonx and he will grow lean even when well
Was caused primarily by an attack ofp fed. When this continued leanness is
grip from which she never entirely ral noticed and an increase of feed does not
, bring an improvement, then it is time
lied. But in the quiet of her own old
to examine the teeth or have a good
home she would have had a betterr horse dentist do so. Perhaps one tooth
chance to fight for her life. She would may need pulling or filling or attending
perhaps have pulled through as it was,» to in some other way to make eating
only for her determination to stand up> easy, and if that does not do it then the
under all the exactions made on her asa grain should be ground and fed upon
a president’s wife. A determinationi the moistened hay.
A contributor to The National Stockthat was heroic kept her at her post till1
the season was over and the politico-so man claims to have cured cases of
which were so bad that the
cial circle at Washington had scattered, scratches,
horses could not lie down, and the legs
for the summer. Then even she herself‘ were swollen and skin cracking “from
discovered for the first time how weak1 the hips to the hoofs,” by bathing with
she was. But by that time there was3 thick sour buttermilk. The worst case
only left the sad waiting for the end. was taken on Monday evening, and
With the passing of Caroline Scott Har- after three applications the animal was
rison there went out of life one of thee put at work on Thursday cured, “as
busiest, sweetest and noblest of women. sound and supple as she ever was.” Two
A typical American woman, she, de’ other cases were cured by two applica
tions each, and the bare spots where the
voted to her family, yet with a broad.’ sores had been were covered with a
Warm interest in all things human.
healthy growth of hair in a short time.
| Somehow the reader of history recalls3 It was applied by rubbing on with a
a scene of sixty-four years ago, when the9 cloth for about a half hour at a time,
idolized wife of President Elect Andrewr and its effects were almost immediate,
Jackson died. She, too, died because herr This is worth knowing, for if it will
bus band’s presidential honors bore tooj cure so severe a case of scratches as he
hard on her, but her death came aboutt describes, it would cure orher sores, and
ordinary case would be cured by a
in a cruel and terrible way. Asperr an
single bathing.—American Cultivator.
sions had actually been cast upon her
own pure character by her husband’ss /
A Great Mistake in Rape Seed.
political opponents, and it killed her.
Professor Craig relates how an exceedParton says she “fell a victim to indecentt ingly annoying and costly mistake was
party contention. ” One may hope thatt made by an English firm of seedsmen in
our politicians have grown less brutal1 filling orders from this country for seed
of fodder rape with the seed of the com
and ferocious since then.
Mrs. Jackson died from a fearful at mon bird rape. Professor Craig inti
mates that most of the seed sent out to
tack of heart trouble in December, be” farmers by seedsmen has been from this
fore the general was inaugurated in3 importation of bird rape seed, and it is
March. Jackson would not believe that to be feared that nearly all who have
life had really departed. His wife wass made a trial of rape this year will have
to him all that Mrs. Harrison has beeni their trouble for nothing.
Professor Craig states the difference
to the present president of the United1
States, and he never recovered from thee between the two kinds of rape, which is
blow of her death. Hours after thee ! that the bird seed plant blossoms while
physicians had pronounced Rachel Jack- the other does not the first year. Before
he left Madison (about the 25th instj
«on dead, after her lifeless body was pre" some of the rape on the college farm had
pared for burial, the poor old general1 revealed its character by its blossom
hoped she might come back. He pointed and was promptly plowed under, and
to the table whereon her body lay and1 this course Professor Craig recommends
said: “Spread four blankets upon it. Iff with all fields of rape which are in
«he does come to she will lie so hard1 bloom. The error is particularly exas
perating and may set back many years
upon the table.”
the introduction of this valuable fodder
But she did not “come to.”
plant.—Breeder’s Gazette.
Found Dead in Bed.
The number of students of electricalj
Boston, Nov. 1.—Rudolph Neholm, 25
subjects entered at Cornell universityf
has increased from 28 in 1884 to 230 in1 years old, was found dead in bed at the
1892, and in many other institutions the9 house of Andrew Wyvam, on Armory
Roxbury, where he boarded. The
proportionate increase is even greater. I street,
gas was turned on and was unlighted.

Are compounded with the view to
general usefulness and adaptability.
They are composed of the purest
vegetable aperients. Their delicate
sugar - coating, which readily dis
solves in the stomach, preserves
their full medicinal value and makes
them easy to take, either by old or
young. For constipation, dyspep
sia, biliousness, sick headache, and
the common derangements of the
Stomach, Liver, and Lowels;
also, to check colds and fevers,
Ayer’s Pills

Are the Best

Unlike other cathartics, the effect
of Ayer’s Pills is to strengthen
the excretory organs and restore to
them their regular and natural ac
tion. Doctors everywhere prescribe
them. In spite of immense compe
tition, they have always maintained
their popularity as a family med
icine, being in greater demand
now than ever before. They are put
up both in vials and boxes, and
whether for home use or travel,
Ayer’s Pills are preferable to any
other. Have you ever tried them ?

“And so my little wife cooked thir all
herself? What does she call it?”
“Well, I started it for bread, but after
it came out of the oven I concluded I’d
better put sauce on it and call it pud
ding.”—Life.
The greatest day’s run of an ocean
steamship was about 515 miles. The
steamer in question was 562 feet long and
had previously been known to make 500
miles per day for three days in succession.

Ayer’s Pills
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

Every Dose Effective

WAN AGRICULTURAL WORKS,AUBURN, ME., U.S.A.

ANUFACTURERS, wholesale and retail dealers in Horse Powers, Threshing

Machines, Wood Sawing Machines, Cider Mills, King of the Cornfield Corn
MPlanter,
Wheelbarrows, Merchandise, Hotel and Bai? Trucks, Feed and Root Cutters,

Barrel Headers, Harrows, Wagon Jacks, Garden and Lawn Rollers, Fanning Mills, and
a general line of Agricultural Implements and Machines. Jobbers supplies in large or
small quantities. Goods for export a specialty. Send for general catalogue and prices.
Machine work and repair work neatly and piompty done.
bTE
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You Need Suner No Longer
ROM Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Sour Stom
ach, etc., for you can be cured, no matter
how (JhronfC your cnee. I have vnade Stomach
Trouble a special study for years, and bv my
system of home treatment thousands have
been cured, including the most chronic cases.
Tam daily receiving testimonials from those
whose cases have been declared incurable.
Send 2c. stamp for symptom blank. Consulta
tion free. A. S. AYRES, M.D., 271 High street,
Holyoke, Mass.

F

U/AMTCn Good Canvasser; salary and exuANIEU. pensesfrom start stadywork;
good chance for advancement. BROWN
BROS. CO., Nursery men, Rocheste^j^J‘y3nl

Corsican Bandits.

Corsican bandits have friends in every
village, who supply them with what
they want, and those who have only
taken a life or two out of revenge are
not regarded as criminals. We have
seen a girl scarcely out of her teens
flash up with anger if anything were
said against the vendetta.—London
Saturday Review.

1 rather thought fie was surprised to> nmaae ms way to tne carnage, glancing
“Heaven is too good to me, rve got you find myself alone. I settled my rods ini My
e the money, A friend said he could at
a me rather strangely and then looking
again.” The next moment he had the rack above my head, disturbing dust; see
i claim it, now my brother was dead, into
u the compartment I had left.
Reuben in his arms. In the old familiar and cobwebs as I did so, pulled a news-■ not
j
he told my father he would
“Who put this carriage on?” he called
back room they had a long, long talk. paper from one pocket and a traveling■ Anyway,
(Continued from Page 3.)
f
him the other half, but father out.
O'
Meanwhile customers rapped upon the cap from another and read myself toi forgive
5
The guard came up.
not hear of that. He said for his
in Gia
••I'm not crazy, Mr®. Barton," saia
oiu counter in vain, and wondered what had sleep. We had had a long sitting jn thei would
smoking room the night before over thei cdead boy’s honor he would pay all, and
“It was k put on at B---- , sir. Th»
Bpicer. “I know what I’m saying,r and h«x»nmA of Mr SnioAr.
did
“Don’t let me spoil the business, daa," momentous question of the salmon, and this
t morning, Harry, he told me to go train
ti
was full, and all the stock had
your girl knows what I mean. Youu did
sand get the money from the bank, and been sent on for the races; it was the
it at your birthday party. I don’t know
know sa,id Reuben at last, and the old man, I slept soon and heavily.
iappy wiping his eyes, left him and went into
How long I sleptl cannot say, but I tomorrow
t
he will pay it over himself only
oi one they had, I understood.”
what you did, but he went to it happy
a
“That is so, sir,” said one of the
be free and happy again. Now,
and hopeful, meaning to ask you too hev
hev th0 store. Before the counter sat the awoke in the roar and rattle of a tunnel and
I
you understand.”
nracing men, putting his head out of the
him, I guess. My Reuben wasn’t aa boy
boy ^a^» angular form of Mrs. Barton; at the —awoke in thick darkness to hear the Harry,
“and dirty enough it is, too;
basket phaeton, the black slow panting of the engine alid feel the
The man’s tone was changed when he window,
w
to do that without encouragement,t and d°or sto°d
labored strain which told me we were spoke
s
to the hitching post.
again.
bibut here we are, and here we mean to
when he came back I didn’t know him
him. Pony
tfcred
“I’ve waited quite a spell, Mr. Spicer,” going up hill; also to a .more disagree
and we’ll be glad to be moving
“Of course, dear, I understand,” he stay,
st
No, I didn’t know him; he was so altered,
YotJ said the matron,.“but I’ve, got my list able consciousness, namely, that I was said
s
F---- , if convenient.”
more gently, and I could hear him toward
tc
broke down, wretched, desperate. You
d
I thought the station master looked
arself ma(^e ou^- Three pounds of almonds and not alone, that there were other persons draw
her toward him; “and now you
drove him away. You thought yourself
'ou’re f°ur
eating raisins, fourteen pounds in the compartment and that therefore rmust listen to me. You know you are inquiringly from me to the man who
above him, I suppose. You’re not! You
rmine, Kate; you have promised to mar- spoke,
and oack again to me. His face
[ual. ””
sugar- Guess I’ll take three baskets I must have passed a station.
SI
not! My Reu was any girl’s' equal.
What a fool I must have looked, sleep- ry
r me, and you ought to trust me a was
w pale, and he seemed about to speak,
And then that absurd speech of hers
hers °t y°ur Maryland peaches.”
shop- How history was repeating itself. Mr. ing heavily in broad daylight, so heavily little.
1:
”
Orm
’ jooKing at ms waten, only signaie
about people who had never been shop
“1 do, Harry,” she whispered, “only with
w
his hands to the guard,‘and then
keepers rushed into Beulah’s mind, and
and, Spicer first felt that just this had hap- that two persons at least had passed me
y promised to give up betting.”
nent’ Pened before, then remembered when it in getting in without disturbing my you
ststood apparently in much perplexity as
to her mother’s shocked astonishment,
boorish slumbers. Two at least—for
“You talk like a woman, Kate, and a the
H train slowly left the station. Then
she sprang forward and threw her arms was‘
v
“You must be going to give a party,” they were talking and I listened for a woman
with no experience. I tell you he glanced at me.
around old Spicer’s neck.
moment to their conversation, wishing most
n
“You look cold, sir,” he said; "come
men bet; it all depends how you do
“Say anything to me! I deservee it!” he gasped.
ii Now here I am doing nothing rash. and
a- have a cup of coffee in my room.
it to
“^y Beulah’s birthday is the fifth, to
' gather who my companions might be it.
she sobbed. “But 1 never meant
I am behind the scenes. I have the I suppose you vTill go on by the next
drive him away. I’ve cried over it many y°u know,” said Mrs. Barton. “She’s before daylight showed them to me.
”
They were very near me, it seemed, titrainer’s word for it, and John of Gaunt train?
H
dt so. rebelled too long. I’m going to do my
a long night. I didn’t know he felt
is as sure to win as the bookmakers
“Would you mind telling me, sir,” he
i the opposite seat by the door, and the is
I was angry because he did not come duty anyhow. I’ve made her get up and on
words I heard were these, spoken in think
tl
he is safe to lose, and that is say- asked in the whisper I so well remem
3
early. I thought he didn’t care, and I have a ride. It’s her first since you know first
ii a good deal. With a paltry five bered my Small brother adopting in the
0U when. She’s out there. I guess she aJ gentle girlish voice, but with a sad ing
loved him. I loved him as well as3 y
you
in it:
ppounds in my pocket I am safe to make dead of night when we were boys, and
I
did— Oh. Reuben. Reuben. Reuben!” won’t catch cold, all wrapped up in my firmness
“I cannot, Harry!”
>|fty pounds, and with one hundred Which always made me feel “creepy,”
ir rne broche shawl. ”
The old man sat down upon one or
The answer startled me, it was so ppounds—think, Kate, we could marry “how that door came open?”
“Your Beulah out there?” said the old
red chairs with which the porch was
given, and me voice was a man’s. t(
“That’s just what I don’t know,” I
1
tomorrow!”
furnished, and Beulah knelt downa bebe man. “She’s better then? She mustn’t rougniy
“You mean you won’t, Kate, and
in the would be reassuring tone I
“I would rather wait than marry so, said,
Ba
side him, and they wept together■ like die. She must live, Mis’ Barton; your
&
always used to that small brother, and
girl must live.”
1there’s an end of it.”
dear,” the gentle voice answered.
al
two children for their lost dear one.
Then the girl whispered something
“But, by George, Kate, I would not’’ with
w: the old result, namely, of blending
That year, for the first time, Mrs.. BarBar “1 mean she shill,” said Mrs. Barton;
I did not catch, but I could hear —
hday “I mean she shill. But she don’t take that
t
—the briefly repressed fury burst out our
o* fears together and doubling their in
ton did not give her girl a birthday
* man half push her from him as he aj
again—:<and I tell you again the money tensity.
te
party. Beulah was very ill on thatt anan any interest. She jest wants to die, I be- the
wwill save me. Lend it me, child; just
“I was asleep—I mean I had been
niversary, and though she did not; die, lieve, to go where she kin make up with (exclaimed:
“I am a ruined man without it, and for
f< tonight; I will bring it you doubled asleep,
and perhaps I kicked it.”
•
as
she settled down into an invalid—one your Reuben. But, Lord willin’, she
txtomorrow, Kate. I swear! Doubledi
“Ah!” breathed the station master.
ist in shan’t.”
1you won’t lift a finger to save me.”
of those interesting persons who exist
This would never do; they evidently You
Y
“Why?” I ventured to ask, after a
“She can make up with my Reuben
don’t know how I’ll multiply it.
every village, to whom people take jelly
id of without dyin’, Mis’ Barton,” said old *fancied me still asleep, and would be A
And hark yon, girl—for I see your meek silence.
sil
and flowers and religious books, and
“Only that four years ago, on the first
3sible Spicer. “My Reuben has come back.” *talking over all sorts of private affairs, so e]
eyes set themselves, and your lips, that
whose case the doctors find it impossible
ce tremble sometimes, press together— day
“Obadiah Spicer! Don’t tell me!” cried I[ coughed, moved uneasily, rustled my can
da of F---- races, that same carriage
to give a diagnosis.
y( had better know the troth; your ran
irton, Mrs. Barton. “Come back! Your Reu- 1newspaper, and, as the first distant you
ra into our station with its doors open,
It was a great trial for Mrs. Barton,
bi
I^leam showed that the train was near- brother
’s story will be nzi^e without as it did today, and inside was a woman,
who was a spirited person, and who finalfinal ben come back after all!”
iugh- Her voice, shrill and sharp by nature, )fcig daylight, planted myself firmly in t]this money; 1 owe more than that we. in a dead faint. She came to herself in
ly became not so sorry for her daugh
rose higher than usual and carried fur- i1my corner prepared for apology or de- frboy dared venture. I love you, Kate, an hour and talked of a murder.”
ter as angry with her.
a I’ll mar: y you if you are true to me;
“But that carriage—how do you
“Of course Reuben Spicer was a very ther. Beulah, sitting wrapped in her ffense, and when we rushed out of the and
”
rself, shawl, heard every word and forgot that larkness found myself absolutely alone, but, by heaven, if you think to put a know?
nice young man,” she said th herself,
ku
This was absurd: I had been asleep, dead brother before a living husband
scted; she was not able to walk. A moment
“This is how I know, sir,” and the
“and I dunno as I should have objected;
le of more and she stood by her mother’s side indeed, but yet, as I looked around and jI’’ ll be more like killing than marrvin2,!” man
but widders marry again in a couple
nu got up and shut the door, which
opened
onto the platform, and pulled
sulah and caught her by the arm.
'turned, to tne wmaow to see trees am.
years sometimes, and I feel as if Beulah
“I
must
give
you
up,
Harry;
I
can
°P
n
“Mother!” she cried. “Mother! is it fields gliding past, I knew I was wide never
needn’t carry on so so long.”
be your wife now. When you are his
bn chair near mine when he came back.
awake
now.
and
began
to
dislike
the
c<
seven or eight years ago I was
lary- true?”
And when August came and Mary
you would despise me, as I “Some
S
For I still heard the two talk- calmer
“Yes,” said Mrs. Barton. “You can situation.
]
land peaches were ripe and stood ini big
should despise myself, for lending you master here and waiting for the train
ing,
though
not
so
clearly,
and
could
through to the races, as it might
basketfuls at Mr. Spicer’s door, Mrs. jest go in and talk with him while I read only conclude that they were in the com- what
was not my own. The money is passing
Pa
.r a dead
iture off my list to Mr. Spicer. I shill want ’
be today, and as she came in I saw a
Barton, thinner and sharper of feature
in
hand.
I
dare
not
touch
it.
”
occupied by the racing set,
j
than of yore, but still as neatly cuffed1 and to hev this birthday party of yours a real partment
“What do you mean, child?” the man door
d° open, and going forward found the
in disorder, a knife on the
collared and coiffured as ever, stoodd bebe proper good one, seein’ Reuben’s come that these last had got out at the station who laughed asked in a hollow voice: compartment
C01
we
had
evidently
passed
while
I
slept.
<4
side the couch on which Beulahi lay hum.”
“what makes you talk of dead hands! floor,
fio blood on it and on the seat and
and
that
their
places
were
filled
by
the
owly For once Beulah did not find fault ’
and a slit in the stuffing of the
propped up by pillows, and said slowly
Come near me, Kate, I will not give you carpet
ca]
with her mother’s Yankeeism. “They’ll two whose voices reached me with suck up so lightly; see, we will talk of other cushion
at the back just at the height—
and decisively:
CU|
distinctness. And yet hov, things. Don’t look so frightened; come well, at the height you saw it, sir, if it*e
!
“The last birthday party you had, have a lot to say to each other,” the lat- unnatural
Beulah Barton, was in sixty-one. Two ter added, “and I guess you and me kin improbable that the men who were so j and kiss me, Kate; you are a brave girl; as I think. We sent men back along
going to the races had got out
J
the lin§ and soon found a girl’s body
years I’ve skipped it. This year- I’m afford time to sit down a spell and think evidently
forget that cursed money.”
the
before
the junction. Horror! I thought, weI’llheard
over our blessings.”
*
stabbed
and thrown on the metals.”
goin’ to give you one.”
her
creep
back
to
her
old
s^
a
And there in that back room the talk the
: blood rushing to my face at the bare place, heard her crying as women cry
“Thrown on the line?”
“Mother!” cried Beulah.
I cannot have slept past the junc- after a tension of mind and heart has
'■hen- was long and sweet; such talk as we idea,
J
“‘ Yes, so they said. It was all found
“I be,” said Mrs. Barton, who, when
too! No, my watch showed that I been
’
ever she wished to be impressive,f rere might all have “if only the dead could tion
removed, heard him kiss her and out
011 quickly enough when her old father
had
not
been
forty
minutes
in
the
train.
know just when to come back and be
turned to Yankee dialect.
ask her forgiveness, and then, just as came
ca] to identify her; he said she’d been
I pulled myself together and looked the
vhen forgiven.”
“Mother!” repeated Beulah, “when
too, for she had one hundred
cold fear that held seemed to relax robbed,
ro^
around.
art.”
Yet there were tears shed too. Some 1
pounds
in notes on her when she wan
you know I’m dying of a broken heart.
its
hold,
I
felt
—
no,
I
felt
nothing,
but
1
P
01
The carriage in which I sat was old heard, close to me, now, in the silence, a murdered.
”
lulali for the knight of courtesy, who had un“I didn’t know no sech thing, Beulah
mr
dirty, as I have said; opposite to,i w
4
“And the man—he did not escape?”
Barton,” said her mother; “anyhow you wittingly caused so much sorrow—poor, and
movement
of
a
trembling,
fumbling
just where, with my eyes shut, I i hand—a hand that sought something,
lever bright eyed, gentle voiced Du Bois, who me,
1
air actin’ rebellious, and blessin’s never
*“No, the police guessed what he had.
swear that a man and a girl sat something
‘
ord’s lay sleeping under southern sod. And could
J
follow that sort of thing. The Lord
secret, something that it been
bee up to, and traced him to the races,
talking,
the
dingy
brown
cloth
was
where
they made out he had lost every
will has got to be done. August the fifth Beulah’s birthday party? That was, I 1
would grasp unseen.
wh
sees you havin’ a birthday party, and assure tho reader, what her mother had *somewhat stained, and there was a long,
The two were not speaking now, or note
nol he Stole. He had been betting
w to declared it should be, “a proper good jagged slit, apparently cut with a knife, 0I
you’re goin’ to set up to it ef I hev
on one horse”---only in murmurs so low that the mov- largely
lar
>ack. one.”
{out of which the stuffing of the cushion ing hand which fumbled near me seemed
carry you down stairs pig-a-back.
“‘ John of Gaunt,” I cried eagerly, but
hung
miserably.
THE
END.
J
Hear?”
to claim my ear more than their words, with
wi some of the recent terror on me
This slit would account for the dis My head throbbed with the tension of again.
-------------------------“Yes, ma’am,” said Beulah, closing; her
ag;
tinctness of the voices I heard. I ar- listening;
i•
eyes.
“
all the blood in me seemed to
‘ Yes, that was it, sir; you’ve heard,
gued with a sophistry I would have be beating there, leaving my heart stone the
“Very well, you kin look over them
story before?”
the
j
scorned in another. No, it would not cc
uamnles and see what I shill tret for you
II shook my head and he went on:
a dress,” said Mrs. Barton, laying a great
preat
—-------taccount for it, urged common sense; cold. Suddenly the groping hand passed
“
swiftly close to my face; I felt the waft
‘ Well, they followed him pretty well
envelope on the afghan that covered
ered
I nm not a racing man, and there- 1but it must, or my eyes were playing of
of, the parted air against my wet tern- all over the country, public feeling waa
Beulah as she reposed on the couch,
>uch, fore looking at others through myself ime false.
pies, and then I heard a cry—ah! such a so hard against him that every one
“and choose a proper nice patron, do.”
after the manner of my kind I did not
Just as I decided this, half heartedly, cry of surprise breaking into terror, of knew
kn< he could not hide long, and at last
“Mother, you’re talking dreadfully
fully imagine that I should be delayed on my sa loud guffaw from the racing men as- |terror
e
they
overmastering
love,
as
the
girl
’
s
the came upon him half starved m »
Yankee,” said the girl. “I wish you journey homeward by the fact that the esured me that they at least were still i© Vf
barn; he faced them and shot himself,
voice shrieked:
ba]
wouldn’t.”
day of my return was the great day at tthe other compartment.
“No, no, not that, not that; oh, father, and
an< escaped hanging.”
But Mrs. Barton had left her alone,
lone, F---- races.
Then where were my two companions? help!
v
help—help!”
I did not speak; I was going over my
and after awhile she opened the envelope
dope
A fortnight of my summer holiday Talking in whispers, pleading, disput
recent
experience in the train.
Help?
Against
what?
What
had
the
rec
and found within a bunch of silk sam

sam- had been devoted to fly fishing on cer- iing, with four or five rough, noisy men, girl’s eyes seen; what dread had forced
“
The
queer part of it, sir, is this,” said
‘
ples and a little fashion magazine, and tain well preserved streams in north £side by side with them, their voices
the station master; “after the coroner’s
that
bitter,
broken
cry
from
the
poor
the
shortly grew interested, and finally,when
vhen Wales. I had fished from the bank, I ccoming to me through the horrible jag- lips? At last I leaned forward; I cried, jury
jui had been there and seen the cais
her tea was ready, pronounced with
ith a had waded through mountain torrents, £ged cut in the faded cloth opposite. Oi
riage—left untouched for them, you’ll
sigh in favor of heliotrope color and and every evening had come back tired -—or where? Here with me, not to be too; “Help, help!” At least I think I ria
understand—we never used it; somehow
did, but if any sound came from my dry un
white lace flounces.
and happy, and laden with silver brown s3een, though I rubbed my eyes and throat I knew not; before me I knew the the
the men did not like it, and one market
Old Mr. Spicer was talcing his dinner
nner treasures, jeweled with specks of am- 1looked out of the window, and forced m
day
they sent it back to the station you
man
bent
over
something,
something
da?
in the little back room while his boy Der and vermilion.
rmyself to look back at the spot where
moved a little, that moaned that came
cai from, sir, and for years it was not
watched the shop.
And now the nets were up at sea and I tthe voices sounded, just above that hor- :j’ that
•
Then four years ago, as I said,
softly. And after the sigh the used.
use
Meal times were sad affairs in these
ihese was waiting, waiting for the great salm- rrible slit in the cloth. For it was hor- ! sighed
tJ
form lifted itself and muttered they
the hooked it on for the races, every
days. Ghosts were with him then. He on that were surely hurrying toward me. rrible. I confessed this to myself at last, iI bending
ar
bit of rolling stock being wanted, and
used to fancy that he heard Reuben run For days I had pictured their coming, amd drew my feet up on the scat of the and searched. I heard the hands tearing then it came in here with its door swing
at
something;
then
I
heard
a
quick
exthe
lightly down stairs and up to the very had stood by a pool through which they ccarriage and felt the cold dampness ot cj
ing, and a swooning woman inside, who
door of the room, and lift his head half must pass, had studied the fly, gaudy, ffear creep down my face as I heard a clamation, a rustle of crisp paper, and iu£
the door at my side was open. I told
tol a strange story when it could be
expecting to see him enter and to> dis
dis- but not too gaudy, with a glint of pea- ggirl’s voice, hoarse and eager, as it then
£e the rain on my face, for a heavy goi
got out of her. The men liked it less
cover that he had been dreaming a• bad cock amid its pheasant’s coloring, and s3eemed to tne, striving for calmness felt
gshower
p
after that and sent it back again, and
was
passing
over
us.
aft
dream.
one touch of crimson in the silk which aagainst growing terror.
The blessed rain! The comforting, com- now
ucr that fool down the line drags it out
Today this had happened half a dozen
ozen bound it, which no salmon of any curi“Listen, Harry,” she said. “This monplace wetness reassured me. I felt on race day of all days in the year, and
times, when the lad put his head inu at
at osity could resist.
imoney is not mine. You do not under
passing and even reached a puts
pu' you in it, sir, and in my idea it
the door of the room.
!n terror
And just then, just when I had heard sstand, so I must tell you, though it is my my
half heartedly shut the door, with ought
ouj to be broken into firewood.”
“What is it, John?” asked the old man.
nan. of fish six miles below me, when weather ffather’s secret. He has owed this sum hand,
c
We talked until my train came in,
a feeling that I had had a bad dream.
“Well, Mr. Spicer, them there Mary

ary- was perfect and long patience about to ffor ten years, and for ten years has a But some object was dragged against and
I told him all I heard on that awful
an(
land peaches is goin’ faster’n you’d like, be rewarded, a telegram summoned me 5worked and saved and starved for it. ..
journey.
it,
was
forced
through
it
keeping
it
jo*
that’s all.”
’
home and blackness settled upon every- ILittle by little he has gathered it all, 1open,
until I heard a dull thud outside,
‘“Poor soul,” he said, “I seem to know
“I suppose you’re afraid to chase9 the thing.
cand I have watched him growing older
that girl.”
and
then
for
the
last
time
a
harsh
voice,
tbt
boys away? You ain’t got no more spunk
9unk
The landlord sympathized with me at cand paler and seen the stoop in his ai in the doorway, mutter:
“
‘ By the bye,” I asked, as I pac^d my
than a hen.” said old Spicer.
nC “What devil drives me? There’s the thi
the little Angler’s inn, whpre I was 6shoulders and the dimness in his eyes now
things into a carriage in the tram that
He arose, stalked through the back
back staying, but when I told him the serious tuntil, Harry, my heart has nearly broken junction;
.
Was to take me on, carefully choosing a
I must leap!”
Wa
room and out upon the porch in haste,
aste, nature of my telegram he did not like to ffor pity. But a week ago the last pound
full of smokers, “what
The train slackened speed, the swing- compartment
coi
but there stood still. It was not a boy refer to the pleasures that awaited me 1was put in the bank and he was free.”
was her name? Do you remember?”
ing
door
fell
into
its
place
slowly,
as
wa
who was stealing peaches out of his bas

bas- if I remained, but only pointed out the
“A week ago,” the man’s voice mut- J?
Released from the pressure of a He
I curved his hand around his mouth
kets, but a soldier. Thin as a skeleton,
1
?ton, dangers on my path if 1 left, “Those ttered harshly; “and why not have paid though
and
leaned toward me.
restraining
hand,
and
I
looked
up
and
ant
his shoes like those of a tramp, every
re a porter run forward as we steamed “Kate Lee,” he said.
rery- dreadful F---- races!”
iit a week ago and have saved tempting saw
thing he wore falling from him in rags,
?a the station.
'a£s>
One train only would get me to Lon- ime?”
I do not often tell this story. Some
and the left sleeve of his wretched jacket
The last words were said so low that into
111 I caught at his arm as he came to the times
,cket don that night; by starting at once 1
I have told it and seen an incred
tin
pinned empty to his breast, he sat there
I
scarcely
heard
them,
and
the
girl
took
;here could run to an important junction, a 1
ulous smile cross the polite faces of my
carriage.
I
saw
him
look
in
my
face
;
hlc
eating peaches as coolly as if theyr be

be- couple of hours away, change there and ino notice of them, and hardly even an- cr
hearers.
I cannot account for its inc>
curiously.
bef
longed to him.
be in town by eight or nine o’clock.
eBwered his question.
dents
or
explain
its improbability, but
“
Are
you
ill,
sir?
”
he
asked.
“
Your
J
01
“Making free, you see,” he said. “I
“It was for my brother’s sake, dear,
Now this junction was on the direct
for me it has had one marked result—I
couldn’t help it if I was to be shot for
)r it. hne to F---- races.
tthe brother you never knew, who is carriage door was open; were you get- never enter an empty railway carriages
out?”
ne1
You’d have to live on moldy crusts
r I could
ts as
j reached the station a trifle late, for (dead, and who, but for his father, would ing
’
j
not answer him.
——3 Murray’s Magazine.
I have, to know how these peaches taste it had been quick work to take my rods 1be disgraced as well. He was weak,
“
You
hurt
your
hand,
sir,
I
suppose;
to me.”
to pieces and get my flies that were on jpoor fellow, in body and mind. He was ., not safe to open the door too soon.”
,
“Help yourself,” said old Spicer trem
Every
one knows how much cdoler water
rem- the casts tenderly into mv book. How- fa clerk, and betted and lost, Harry;” it is
“My hand! No, I have not hurt it— mj
ulously. “I’m glad to see any of the ever, I was in time, and found a rarner £and the poor little voice grew so pitiful
may be made by putting it into a stonu
”
bo
bottle, hanging it to a string and twirling
boys in blue for the sake of one I had noisy set of half a dozen men on the 1here that I could fancy I saw pleading why?
w I managed
to get the words out at last, it around, wetting the bottle from time to
that marched away and won’t never
■ever platform whom I took to be bookmakers, <eyes raised to the other’s face, “and he
tii with a spray from the watering pot.
march back again.”
why I cannot say, as I do not know any ftook money, two hundred pounds, from . The porter looked at me again queer- time
ly. “Well, you were staring at it when
“You can’t be sure of that,” saidI the gigns to distinguish a bookmaker when 1his master and”----J?
Says
a clever writer, “When I am tired
as if you thought it would be
i
soldier, without looking up.
I see him, and I may be mistaken.
“ Two hundred pounds!” The shout I1 came up
and nervous I drink a bowl of catnip tea,
with
blood
or
something
like.
”
aD
“Ah, he was killed,” said Spicer.
ieer.
j gathered that one train had passed with which these words were uttered , covered
c<
lie down with a warm cover over me, and
“Killed.”
through too full for them to get seats, jmade me tremble. “Never mind the | T “I did, I did!” Then realizing what often ward off a nervous headache in tiini
g0
“They reported me killed,” saidL the an<i j heard one say to the station master, £story, Kate; tell it to me another time; I was saying I broke off. “No, no, it is soothed
and perspiring sleep.”
Ld all “Look here, I gave you a good tip, and jit’s common enough, God knows! Where not hurt, but I am not well. I will stay
soldier, taking another peach, “and
here
n. I it’s hard lines if you don't put a carriage iis the money?”
n< an hour or so; I cannot go on just —
the while I was in a southern prison.
A 'Safto Investment.
”
if
it
on
for
self
and
friends
if
the
next
’
s
as
“No, Harry—no,” she panted; “you yet.
reckon Pd have died there, too,
Is
one which is guaranteed to bring you
The
porter
seemed
surprised,
but
J
fBhall not have it. My father— Oh.
hadn’t been that I remembered ann old full as the last.”
satisfactory results, or in case of failure a ret
helped me out and then got out my sat
“The next” was full, if about six ]Harry, let me tell you. My father went JT
father I had that was fonder of me than
urn of purchase price* On this safe plan you
things.
As
he
did
so
he
exclaimed
at
t Frank’s master and pleaded for him.
can buy from our advertised Druggist a bottlo
I deserved, and would be glad to> see above the usual number in each com- to
the
state
of
the
carriage:
of Dr. Kmg s New Discovery for Consump
] swore that if he would forgive the
what was left of me. There’s a good partment constitutes repletion, and the he
“
Who
has
been
pulling
this
stuffing
tl0
tion It is guaranteed to bring relief in every
ind I station master’s gratitude led to the run- boy
]
he himself would pay the money out here? Were you alone, sir? This case
deal in will power. I said I’d live, and
cas when used for any affection of Throat
ning out of an old carriage from a shed, back,
]
and at last it was agreed. Frank ?looks
]
Lungs,or
chest, Bronchits, Asthma, Whoopm
did.”
queer.
Somebody
’
s
been
cutting
bu
^uess into one compartment of which jumped went
,
Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant an
to Australia and died there a year the
5 cushion. I must speak to the sta- Cough,
“My God!” cried old Spicer. “I guess
agreeable * to taste, perfectly safe, and ca
□k at “self and friends.”
tafter, and my father worked on, faith- ..
Pili goin’ crazy at last! Let me look
tion
”
always be depended upon.
Profiting by this importunity, but not ful
j to his promise.
1 Butmaster.
you! Let me look at you!”
Trial
the station master was already Tr bottles free at K. H. Gerrish s Drugstore
anxious for their company, I got into
“Half way through the time he took there.
..
11
Lisbon St Lewistou
“Dad,” cried the soldier.
Hq had noted the delay and
man.
< hundred pounds to Frank’s master.
“Reuben C’ screamed the old jna
n. the next compartment, ^nd was glad to one
RAY
BEULAH BARTON’S BIRTHDAY.
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you I he Empty
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There is only one pure salt
and that is

Worcester
Salt
This statement is easily
proved either true or false.
Write us for a test.
Nash, Whiten & Co,, New York.

MECHANICS
SAVINGS BANK,
AVBURN. JMLJE.

ORGANIZED FEBRUARY 27, 1S75.
Deposits......................................................... 8975,55483
Reserve Fund..............

27,500 OO

Profits...........................

15.435 99

_ HAS PAID REGULAR SEMI-ANNUAL D1V1

SOME QUEER

FIGURINGI I

alleged carelessness of ah employe at tne
ne
station in pushing a baggage truck against
st
her, causing internal injuries, resulting
in death.

DENDS SINCE ORGANIZATION,
Tot Assets....................................... 81,018,490
Total

Interest on Deposits commence 1st
day of each month.

Bangor Wants an Army Post.
Bangor, Me., Nov. 2.—A board of United
ed

BIG ACCOUNTS FOR

CONSTRUCTIONI

HOME

A

Charged Against the New Vork[
States regular army officers are travel
31-
and New England Road.
ie
ing through the state, looking over the

BANK.

NO WESTERN MORTGAGE LOANS.

ground for the location of a four-company
iy
infantry post. Bangor is waking efforts ■■ (
to have the post established here.
I JI I
Springer’s Predicrion.
Chicago, Nov. 2. —Congressman

ts MONEY MOSTLY LOANED

WillAndroscoggin County
iam Springer arrived here after a twoo
months’ political tour of the state. He
•
Trustees:
claims that Illinois will surely go Demo- R.
R cC. JEWETT,
E. W. GROSS,
cratic, and that Cleveland will carry WisB
F
s' B. F. STURGIS,
S. P. MILLER.
eonsiu and some other western states.
E
’
T
sj E. T. GILE,
JOHN F. COBB,
He bases his predictions upon a careful
H’ WESLEY HUTCHINS,
11 H.
S. S. HERSEY
HARTFORD, Nov. 2.—Damaging state analysis of the condition of things in thede
TASCUS ATWOOD.
west. He regards the election of Cleveland
ments against the New York and New as
assured.
John F. Cobb,
England railroad were made before Judge
Sentenced to Prison.
President.
Prentice in-the superior court, affecting
Worcester, Mass., Nov. 2. -The trial of
the road’s claim to regi st er $2,000,000 of the Edward Leslie and John Jones, for as
J. Walter Stetson, Treasurer.
•proposed issue of $25,000,000 bonds. The <sault with intent to kill Patrolmann -wuitW to restrain the road from issuing Thayer,
1
July 31, came to a clo«e in the su-icourt, and a verdict of guilty wass
the $2,000,000 of bonds for registration. perior
]
The hearing was on a motion to compel ]returned in the case of both defendants.
Both were sentenced to state prison,Leslie Lj"'
the road to produce its books in court.
James H Webb of New Haven,of counsel for seven years and Jones for four years.
for plaintiffs, Nathan F. Goldsmith
Illegal Kegisrraiion.
gelding JIM MATT, 2.28|,
and Edward F. Knowlton of Boston, testi
New York, Nov. 2.—The grand jury - Bay
J
fied that he passed the greater part of five yesterday found indictments against fiveeY foaled
?Oat' in 1884; sired by Young Jim,
FOR HORSES IN MAINE.
weeks in taking the deposition of Secre- jmen now under arrest in this city for ille-_ by George Wilkes; dam by American
tary Perkins. Mr, Webb said he examined gal
< registration. All of the men are held Clay, 2d dam by Grey Eagle. JIM
S. LAM SON, the former Superintenfourteen sets of books of various railroad in
j default of bail for trial. A number off MATT
the latter part of the past two
MA’
• dent of the Enterprise Fann in Auorganizations, which at one time or an- <other cases "will be presented to the grand1 seasons
gusta,
has
leased the same and is prepared to .
has proved himself a good race
seas<
oard Horses for the winter. He has extra
other had contributed to the organization ;jury. .
________
hors
horse and is sure to beat 2.20 when box
stalls
and can accommodate 16 head.
of the New England railroad. All the
given an opportunity, having shown Terms Reasonable.
Cleveland Will Speak at Jersey City.
".books showed
i
Jersey City, Nov. 2.—Grover Clevelandj halves at that rate this season.
Marks of Recent Examination
O^For further particulars and price
and Senator John R. McPherson will speakt
tn the pencil footings made. The Boston at
‘ Oakland rink in this city next Fridayr address
g< LAMS0Nj
i
auur
Mnd Erie books showed sundries charged evening.
__________
«P to construction.
027-tf
ugusta
e
o27-tf
Augusta, Maine.
027
In the books of the Hartford, Provi CHARE ESTON’S CELEBRATION.
dence and and Fishkill road interest on
moneys borrowed, aggregating $127,000, Grand Cake Walk and Uncle Sam’s Cruis
ers Furnish Entertainment.
was charged in the construction account.
Charleston, Nov. 2.—The second day of
Charges for purchases of franchises, made
up of stock issued to contractors, placed Ithe Charleston earthquake gala week
5n the construction account, aggregating brought 10,000 visitors to the city. A
feature in the program of amuse
$16,000,000. The company paid $10,00o to a leading
1'
IS THE ONE THING NEEDFUL FOR
firm of brokers for securing a loan of $160,- ments was an intensely exciting game of
WO, aftid then charged the loan to the con- lacrosse by a band of civilized Cherokee __
from the government reservations (J
atruction account. Legal expenses were Indians
I
W f
also placed in the same account. This in
i] North Carolina.
Last night there was a genuine South \ L
kind of construction account footed up
cake walk, in which twenty of .11
about $30,000,000, while he found that Carolina
C
tlthe Afro-American elite of the state com®nly $5,000,000 had been expended
In the Construction Proper.
Ppeted. It was witnessed by 15,000 specta
Mr. Perkins refused to produce the tors, and was a grand success.
The U. S. S. Dolphin and Vesuvius are
books of the Boston, Hartford and Erie in
>
the Surcingle,
the presence of an expert accountant. The still anchored in the stream, and are vis- Lt Supersedes
ited
apparent construction account aggregated 11 and admired by thousands of Ameri
It
Can
lie Adjusted to Any Blanket,
can
sovereigns.
The
bluejackets
and
$40,000,000. with disputed amounts of $30,- Cl
such of .them as can get ashore,
#00,000. The road from Providence to marines,
n
It Alivays Keeps the Blanket in Place.
Waterbury appeared to have cost $4,000,000, are
? having a jolly time. The officers went
but the construction of thirty miles more into
11 the country yesterday and returned
It. Prevents Sore Backs.
with vension enough to supply the mess
at road appears as $35,000,000.
tables
for
an
entire
cruise.
Mr. Webb said that the cost of the con
struction of the road since 1873 aggregates
_ ______________ __
ITHE MORRIS M. BLANKET ATTACHMENT is extensively used by the
about $14,000,000, including the equipment
Stock Farms and Training Stables, East and Webt, including Miller & Sibley,
No flowery rhetoric can tell the merit of jleading
6*}!1
account of $5,000,000. Arguments were n
J. H. Shuits, Robert Steel,.Col. Jacob Ruppert, and B- J. Treaty; also by Adams
Hood
’
s
Sar»anaril
’
ft
as
well
as
the
cures
acp-,;
made by counsel and Judge Prentice re- complished
cc
Express Co., the Street Railways of N. ~Y. City, N. Y. Condensed Milk Co , etc., etc.
by this excellent medicine.
^Aprt
aerved his decision.
NANi
NANCY
HANKS, 2.04:
CHARGED WITH MURDER.
M
WATER
FAMINE THREATENED.
u“ I can cheerfully endorse the Morris M. Blanket Attachment. I am using them
generally
in my stables and on Nancy Hanks, Axtell, Jack, and Alexes.
and Springs Drying Up in Penn- S
ener
Patrick Carr and James Duffy Committed Rivers
R
____
Yours truly,
BUDD DOBLE.”
Without Bail.
sylvania—Fierce Forest Fires.
L"“
BROS. MFG. CO., Carriage Builders, say:
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Nov. 2. -There are STUDEBAKER
ST^
Boston, Nov. 2.—A preliminary hearing
“ It does away, entirely, with the use of surcingle We have no doubt this is the
eighteen inches of water in Crystal coming
In the case of Patrick Carr and James E. only
or
reservoir, which supp.ies nearly cmil! Attachment, and every gentleman owning a horse should have one.”
Duffy, charged with the murder of Spring
$1
half of Wilkesbarre \\ ..h water. ARMS
ARM! & CO., THE WELL KNOWN WESTERN SHIPPERS, Say :
Michael F. Carr, a brother of the former, one
or
“ We
believe it will be universally used in place of the old style surcingle. For
Was held yesterday in the South Boston Unless
U
rain falls within the 'ext forty1
purposes it is unparalleled.”
eight
hours there will be a wat *r famine, shipping
shippi
municipal court before Judge Burbank.
eii
Carr was found d«.%’. on the morning of Nearly
N
all the creeks in the Lehigh valley
Oct. 4, lying on the sidewalk at the corner have
he
dried up, and railroad companies'
t( is humane, practical, cheap.
It
Ask your harness dealer for it, or send for
of Broadway and Dorchester avenue, by have
hr started to haul water for the use of price list to the manufacturers,
This is the most severe Prlce
officers of station 6, who arrested him for locomotives.
lo
experienced here for forty-two
drunkenness. A few hours later he died drought
di
‘
nb3-«
3-tf
in the station, and an autopsy showed that years.
ye
* fractured skull was the cause.
Tremont, Pa., Nov. 2.—An engineer
The police at once began an investiga- torps
to
making a survey on a mountain '-----taon,which resulted in the arrest of Patrick hear
he
Dorberry were compelled to flee in
Carr and Duffy. Both were in Michael’s great
gr
baste, owing to the rapid advance
company on the evening preceding his upon
ui
them of the mountain fires, which
death, and at the hearing yesterday it was came
ca
from three directions. An army of
elicited that the latter had a fight snakes,
sn
driven from their lairs by the in
heat, also advanced upon the sur
with Michael just before he was found by tense
tei
the police. Both defendants were repre- veyors
ve
without warning. The men fled
eented by counsel, who made eloquent down
do
the mountain, followed by the
pleas for the discharge of their clients on snakes.
sn
The strangest scenes were wit
the ground that there was not sufficient nessed
ne
as black snakes and rattlesnakes
evidence to hold them on a charge of mur- came
ca
together in mortal combat.
ace
ecord
tier. They asked that the complaint be
Praying for Rain.
changed to manslaughter so that the prisjReading, Pa., Nov. 2.—It has been
rial
©ners could be admitted to bail.
ne
nearly two months since a good rain fell
In summing up the case Judge Bur- jin
n the Schuylkill valley, and every day
"bank extolled the police for their efforts th
the Schuylkill river is getting lower, and
fin clearing up the mystery attending. Ccreeks
n
are drying up. The situation is
Carr’s death, and said that all the evi- ah
alarming, and in the country districts the
dence showed that everything possible ini
inhabitants are praying for rain. The
was done for the unfortunate man. He dr<
sirsid
zb-y'
drouth has not been equalled in the past
declined to alter the complaint, and com- Ccentury.
ei
amitted both defendants without bail to
Forest Fires Still Raging.
| I
await the action of the grand jury, which
j amburg, Pa., Nov. 2.—The fires on the j '
H
comes in on Monday next.
Bl
Blue mountains are still raging. Long (J La I
brails of fire may be seen creeping alon g
INTERESTING FIGURES
the sides of the mountain, producing at
night weird scenes. Thousands of acres
Bhowing What Has Been Done in a Year
have been devastated.
at Maine’s General Hospital.
The Manufacturers’ club, PhiladeiPortland, Me., Nov. 2.—The annual
meeting of the Maine General Hospital phia, denies raising a campaign fund of grW*
corporation was held here. The annual $1,000,000.
A Louisville (Ga.) physician went inreport states that the number of patients
sane and killed his sister-in-law and tried
for the year ending Oct. 1 was 745, of sai
which 385 were females. The total number to drown his child.
I
The
unsettled condition of affairs at
treated during the year was 805. Of this
number 420 recovered, 176 were relieved He
Homestead may result in the military PAVABLE
PAIL
IN ADVANCE, OR SATISFACTORY NOTE.
again being sent there.
end 37 died. Of the patients 108 were from ag
USUAL RETURN PRIVIEEGE.
Portland, 539 from other places in Maine,
I Deveaux, director of the Ottoman
M.
C6 from New Hampseire, 5 from Vermont ba:
bank at Constantinople, committed sui
and 13 from Massachusetts. There was an cid
cide by drowning himseif.
average of 37.20 payini,Uiitient2.and a perg
There
seems to be little chance of Dr.
isentage or,23.66 free patiets. The current Ga
Grallagher and other dynamiters being re■
expenses for the .year were $35,479.
iLeased
ea
from English prisons.
During the year the hospital has been
jHon. Francis B, Cooley of Hartford,
enlarged to almost double its former size, no
nominated for the state senate by the Re
but still there is not sufficient room to pu
publicans. haM declined the nomination.
•meet adequate needs, Dr. Charles O.Hunt,
J-he 1 esdnionials
the superintendent, offered several recom
mendations for uew buildings.
p’Qublished
|
on behalf of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
The directors have received the sum of are
re a* reliable and as worthy ycur cor fidencc,
_
$5000 from the will of the late Horatio N. ass if
i they came from yourbe'-t and mo3t trus-t- ffJEE
Jose.
edd ineighbor. They state only the simp’e facts BvU
dto whi' H< od’s Sarsaparilla has
Judge William L. Putnam of the nreea
T
Ione, always within tru h and reason.
feUlfcli
United State court was elected sresident den
©f the corporation, and Franklin R. Bar
Constipation,
and all troubles with the diret secretary and treasurer. Dr. Charles
C
eslive organs and the liver, are cured by
O. Hunt was re-elected superintendent.
lood’s Pills. Unequalled as a dinner pill. W

t

Bring About a Suit for Restrainingi
the Issuance of New Bonds.

•FOR SALE! Winter Board
W

W. S, LAMSON,
A
, M .\

THE MORRIS M. ATTACHMENT

tariiioni SawHorse Blate

MORGAN & CO., 28 Warren Street, New York City.

:::: OR. FRANKLIN

No. 2777.
R
R
, 2.31;
T
, 2.22.
Timed Maine State
Fair in 1892, half in 1.11 1-2.

OLD GEN. KNOX.

Winthrop Morrill.

cton SEASON
FALL ■■ ■■ •■

THE COLT FARM
239 Minot Avenue. AUBURN. MAINE.

Maine Central Must Pay.

----

Augusta, Me.,Nov.2.—The jury rendered <A GENTS WANTED—To sell our new portCjL folio of American Photographs lllustrata verdict of $7916 for plaintiffs against the -A
the progress of Our Country from ( olumMaine Central railroad for the death of ng
>us to and including the Great Exposition at
■Mrs. Holmes of Gardiner, in 1888, by the chi
Jhicago—Prominent Cities, Industries, Natual and Artificial Scenery, Architecture, Agriral
-----------------------cull
ultnre, Mining and Commercial Enterprises.
>
ver 600 quurto pages and 30 full-page photoHdl’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer is 2^
raphs; unequalled by anything published;
unquestionably the best preservative of the xclu8ive territory guaranteed. Eor terms
hair. It is also curat.ve of dandruff, tetter, add
.ddress the publishers, C, A. NICHOLS CO.,
piingfield, Mass.
o27-2w
and all scalp affections.------------------------------ Spr
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